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This is a repost of the Non-Libertarian FAQ (aka “Why I Hate Your

Freedom”), which I wrote about five years ago and which used to be

hosted on my website. It no longer completely reflects my current

views. I don’t think I’ve switched to believing anything on here is out-

right false, but I’ve moved on to different ways of thinking about cer-

tain areas. I’m reposting it by popular request and for historical inter-

est only. I’ve made some very small updates, mostly listing rebuttals

that came out over the past few years. I haven’t updated the sta-

tistics and everything is accurate as of several years ago. I seem to

have lost the sources of my images, and I’m sorry; if I’ve used an im-

age of yours, please let me know and I’ll cite you.
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Introduction

0.1: Are you a statist?

No.

Imagine a hypothetical country split between the “tallists”, who

think only tall people should have political power, and the “short-

ists”, who believe such power should be reserved for the short.



If we met a tallist, we’d believe she was silly – but not because we

favor the shortists instead. We’d oppose the tallists because we

think the whole dichotomy is stupid – we should elect people

based on qualities like their intelligence and leadership and morali-

ty. Knowing someone’s height isn’t enough to determine whether

they’d be a good leader or not.

Declaring any non-libertarian to be a statist is as silly as declaring

any non-tallist to be a shortist. Just as we can judge leaders on

their merits and not on their height, so people can judge policies

on their merits and not just on whether they increase or decrease

the size of the state.

There are some people who legitimately believe that a policy’s ef-

fect on the size of the state is so closely linked to its effectiveness

that these two things are not worth distinguishing, and so one can

be certain of a policy’s greater effectiveness merely because it

seems more libertarian and less statist than the alternative. Most

of the rest of this FAQ will be an attempt to disprove this idea and

assert that no, you really do have to judge the individual policy on

its merits.

0.2: Do you hate libertarianism?

No.

To many people, libertarianism is a reaction against an over-regu-

lated society, and an attempt to spread the word that some seem-



ingly intractable problems can be solved by a hands-off approach.

Many libertarians have made excellent arguments for why certain

libertarian policies are the best options, and I agree with many of

them. I think this kind of libertarianism is a valuable strain of politi-

cal thought that deserves more attention, and I have no quarrel

whatsoever with it and find myself leaning more and more in that

direction myself.

However, there’s a certain more aggressive, very American strain of

libertarianism with which I do have a quarrel. This is the strain

which, rather than analyzing specific policies and often deciding a

more laissez-faire approach is best, starts with the tenet that gov-

ernment can do no right and private industry can do no wrong and

uses this faith in place of more careful analysis. This faction is not

averse to discussing politics, but tends to trot out the same few

arguments about why less regulation has to be better. I wish I

could blame this all on Ayn Rand, but a lot of it seems to come

from people who have never heard of her. I suppose I could just

add it to the bottom of the list of things I blame Reagan for.

To the first type of libertarian, I apologize for writing a FAQ attack-

ing a caricature of your philosophy, but unfortunately that carica-

ture is alive and well and posting smug slogans on Facebook.

0.3: Will this FAQ prove that government intervention always

works better than the free market?

No, of course not.



Actually, in most cases, you won’t find me trying to make a positive

proof of anything. I believe that deciding on, for example, an opti-

mal taxation policy takes very many numbers and statistical mod-

els and other things which are well beyond the scope of this FAQ,

and may well have different answers at different levels and in dif-

ferent areas.

What I want to do in most cases is not prove that the government

works better than the free market, or vice versa, but to disprove

theories that say we can be absolutely certain free market always

works better than government before we even investigate the is-

sue. After that, we may still find that this is indeed one of the cas-

es where the free market works better than the government, but

we will have to prove it instead of viewing it as self-evident from

first principles.

0.4: Why write a Non-Libertarian FAQ? Isn’t statism a bigger

problem than libertarianism?

Yes. But you never run into Stalinists at parties. At least not seri-

ous Stalinists over the age of twenty-five, and not the interesting

type of parties. If I did, I guess I’d try to convince them not to be

so statist, but the issue’s never come up.

But the world seems positively full of libertarians nowadays. And I

see very few attempts to provide a complete critique of libertarian

philosophy. There are a bunch of ad hoc critiques of specific posi-

tions: people arguing for socialist health care, people in favor of



gun control. But one of the things that draws people to libertarian-

ism is that it is a unified, harmonious system. Unlike the mix-and-

match philosophies of the Democratic and Republican parties, lib-

ertarianism is coherent and sometimes even derived from first

principles. The only way to convincingly talk someone out of liber-

tarianism is to launch a challenge on the entire system.

There are a few existing documents trying to do this (see Mike

Huben’s Critiques of Libertarianism and Mark Rosenfelder’s What’s

(Still) Wrong With Libertarianism for two of the better ones), but

I’m not satisfied with any of them. Some of them are good but in-

complete. Others use things like social contract theory, which I find

nonsensical and libertarians find repulsive. Or they have an overly

rosy view of how consensual taxation is, which I don’t fall for and

which libertarians definitely don’t fall for.

The main reason I’m writing this is that I encounter many libertari-

ans, and I need a single document I can point to explaining why I

don’t agree with them. The existing anti-libertarian documentation

makes too many arguments I don’t agree with for me to feel really

comfortable with it, so I’m writing this one myself. I don’t en-

counter too many Stalinists,

so I don’t have this problem with them and I don’t see any need to

write a rebuttal to their position.

If you really need a pro-libertarian FAQ to use on an overly statist

friend, Google suggests The Libertarian FAQ.

http://world.std.com/~mhuben/faq.html
http://www.zompist.com/libertos.html
http://www.faqs.org/faqs/libertarian/faq/


0.5: How is this FAQ structured?

I’ve divided it into three main sections. The first addresses some

very abstract principles of economics. They may not be directly rel-

evant to politics, but since most libertarian philosophies start with

abstract economic principles, a serious counterargument has to

start there also. Fair warning: there are people who can discuss

economics without it being INCREDIBLY MIND-NUMBINGLY BORING,

but I am not one of them.

The second section deals with more concrete economic and politi-

cal problems like the tax system, health care, and criminal justice.

The third section deals with moral issues, like whether it’s ever

permissible to initiate force. Too often I find that if I can convince a

libertarian that government regulation can be effective, they re-

spond that it doesn’t matter because it’s morally repulsive, and

then once I’ve finished convincing them it isn’t, they respond that it

never works anyway. By having sections dedicated to both practical

and moral issues, I hope to make that sort of bait-and-switch hard-

er to achieve, and to allow libertarians to evaluate the moral and

practical arguments against their position in whatever order they

find appropriate.

Part A: Economic Issues

The Argument: In a free market, all trade has to be voluntary, so

you will never agree to a trade unless it benefits you.



Further, you won’t make a trade unless you think it’s the best pos-

sible trade you can make. If you knew you could make a better

one, you’d hold out for that. So trades in a free market are not only

better than nothing, they’re also the best possible transaction you

could make at that time. Labor is no different from any other com-

mercial transaction in this respect. You won’t agree to a job unless

it benefits you more than anything else you can do with your time,

and your employer won’t hire you unless it benefits her more than

anything else she can do with her money. So a voluntarily agreed

labor contract must benefit both parties, and must do so more

than any other alternative.

If every trade in a free market benefits both parties, then any time

the government tries to restrict trade in some way, it must hurt

both parties. Or, to put it another way, you can help someone by

giving them more options, but you can’t help them by taking away

options. And in a free market, where everyone starts with all op-

tions, all the government can do is take options away.

The Counterargument: This treats the world as a series of producer-

consumer dyads instead of as a system in which every transaction

affects everyone else. Also, it treats consumers as coherent entities

who have specific variables like “utility” and “demand” and know ex-

actly what they are, which doesn’t always work.

In the remainder of this section, I’ll be going over several ways the

free market can fail and several ways a regulated market can over-

come those failures. I’ll focus on four main things: externalities,

coordination problems, irrational choice, and lack of information.



I did warn you it would be mind-numbingly boring.

1. Externalities

1.1: What is an externality?

An externality is when I make a trade with you, but it has some ac-

cidental effect on other people who weren’t involved in the trade.

Suppose for example that I sell my house to an amateur wasp

farmer. Only he’s not a very good wasp farmer, so his wasps usual-

ly get loose and sting people all over the neighborhood every cou-

ple of days.

This trade between the wasp farmer and myself has benefited both

of us, but it’s harmed people who weren’t consulted; namely, my

neighbors, who are now locked indoors clutching cans of industrial-

strength insect repellent. Although the trade was voluntary for both

the wasp farmer and myself, it wasn’t voluntary for my neighbors.

Another example of externalities would be a widget factory that

spews carcinogenic chemicals into the air. When I trade with the

widget factory I’m benefiting – I get widgets – and they’re benefit-

ing – they get money. But the people who breathe in the carcino-

genic chemicals weren’t consulted in the trade.



1.2: But aren’t there are libertarian ways to solve

externalities that don’t involve the use of force?

To some degree, yes. You can, for example, refuse to move into

any neighborhood unless everyone in town has signed a contract

agreeing not to raise wasps on their property.

But getting every single person in a town of thousands of people to

sign a contract every time you think of something else you want

banned might be a little difficult. More likely, you would want every-

one in town to unanimously agree to a contract saying that certain

things, which could be decided by some procedure requiring less

than unanimity, could be banned from the neighborhood – sort of

like the existing concept of neighborhood associations.

But convincing every single person in a town of thousands to join

the neighborhood association would be near impossible, and all it

would take would be a single holdout who starts raising wasps and

all your work is useless. Better, perhaps, to start a new town on

your own land with a pre-existing agreement that before you’re al-

lowed to move in you must belong to the association and follow its

rules. You could even collect dues from the members of this agree-

ment to help pay for the people you’d need to enforce it.

But in this case, you’re not coming up with a clever libertarian way

around government, you’re just reinventing the concept of govern-

ment. There’s no difference between a town where to live there you

have to agree to follow certain terms decided by association mem-

bers following some procedure, pay dues, and suffer the conse-



quences if you break the rules – and a regular town with a regular

civic government.

As far as I know there is no loophole-free way to protect a commu-

nity against externalities besides government and things that are

functionally identical to it.

1.3: Couldn’t consumers boycott any company that causes

externalities?

Only a small proportion of the people buying from a company will

live near the company’s factory, so this assumes a colossal

amount of both knowledge and altruism on the part of most con-

sumers. See also the general discussion of why boycotts almost

never solve problems in the next session.

1.4. What is the significance of externalities?

They justify some environmental, zoning, and property use

regulations.

2. Coordination Problems

2.1: What are coordination problems?



Coordination problems are cases in which everyone agrees that a

certain action would be best, but the free market cannot coordi-

nate them into taking that action.

As a thought experiment, let’s consider aquaculture (fish farming)

in a lake. Imagine a lake with a thousand identical fish farms

owned by a thousand competing companies. Each fish farm earns

a profit of $1000/month. For a while, all is well.

But each fish farm produces waste, which fouls the water in the

lake. Let’s say each fish farm produces enough pollution to lower

productivity in the lake by $1/month.

A thousand fish farms produce enough waste to lower productivity

by $1000/month, meaning none of the fish farms are making any

money. Capitalism to the rescue: someone invents a complex filter-

ing system that removes waste products. It costs $300/month to

operate. All fish farms voluntarily install it, the pollution ends, and

the fish farms are now making a profit of $700/month – still a re-

spectable sum.

But one farmer (let’s call him Steve) gets tired of spending the

money to operate his filter. Now one fish farm worth of waste is

polluting the lake, lowering productivity by $1. Steve earns $999

profit, and everyone else earns $699 profit.

Everyone else sees Steve is much more profitable than they are,

because he’s not spending the maintenance costs on his filter.

They disconnect their filters too.



Once four hundred people disconnect their filters, Steve is earning

$600/month – less than he would be if he and everyone else had

kept their filters on! And the poor virtuous filter users are only mak-

ing $300. Steve goes around to everyone, saying “Wait! We all

need to make a voluntary pact to use filters! Otherwise, everyone’s

productivity goes down.”

Everyone agrees with him, and they all sign the Filter Pact, except

one person who is sort of a jerk. Let’s call him Mike. Now everyone

is back using filters again, except Mike. Mike earns $999/month,

and everyone else earns $699/month. Slowly, people start think-

ing they too should be getting big bucks like Mike, and disconnect

their filter for $300 extra profit…

A self-interested person never has any incentive to use a filter. A

self-interested person has some incentive to sign a pact to make

everyone use a filter, but in many cases has a stronger incentive to

wait for everyone else to sign such a pact but opt out himself. This

can lead to an undesirable equilibrium in which no one will sign

such a pact.

The most profitable solution to this problem is for Steve to declare

himself King of the Lake and threaten to initiate force against any-

one who doesn’t use a filter. This regulatory solution leads to

greater total productivity for the thousand fish farms than a free

market could.

The classic libertarian solution to this problem is to try to find a

way to privatize the shared resource (in this case, the lake). I inten-



tionally chose aquaculture for this example because privatization

doesn’t work. Even after the entire lake has been divided into

parcels and sold to private landowners (waterowners?) the problem

remains, since waste will spread from one parcel to another re-

gardless of property boundaries.

2.1.1: Even without anyone declaring himself King of the

Lake, the fish farmers would voluntarily agree to abide by the

pact that benefits everyone.

Empirically, no. This situation happens with wild fisheries all the

time. There’s some population of cod or salmon or something

which will be self-sustaining as long as it’s not overfished. Fisher-

men come in and catch as many fish as they can, overfishing it.

Environmentalists warn that the fishery is going to collapse. Fisher-

men find this worrying, but none of them want to fish less because

then their competitors will just take up the slack. Then the fishery

collapses and everyone goes out of business. The most famous

example is the Collapse of the Northern Cod Fishery, but there are

many others in various oceans, lakes, and rivers.

If not for resistance to government regulation, the Canadian gov-

ernments could have set strict fishing quotas, and companies

could still be profitably fishing the area today. Other fisheries that

do have government-imposed quotas are much more successful.

2.1.2: I bet [extremely complex privatization scheme that

takes into account the ability of cod to move across property

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collapse_of_the_Northern_Cod_Fishery


boundaries and the migration patterns of cod and so on] could

have saved the Atlantic cod too.

Maybe, but left to their own devices, cod fishermen never imple-

mented or recommended that scheme. If we ban all government

regulation in the environment, that won’t make fishermen suddenly

start implementing complex privatization schemes that they’ve nev-

er implemented before. It will just make fishermen keep doing

what they’re doing while tying the hands of the one organization

that has a track record of actually solving this sort of problem in

the real world.

2.2. How do coordination problems justify environmental

regulations?

Consider the process of trying to stop global warming. If everyone

believes in global warming and wants to stop it, it’s still not in any

one person’s self-interest to be more environmentally conscious.

After all, that would make a major impact on her quality of life, but

a negligible difference to overall worldwide temperatures. If every-

one acts only in their self-interest, then no one will act against

global warming, even though stopping global warming is in every-

one’s self-interest. However, everyone would support the institution

of a government that uses force to make everyone more environ-

mentally conscious.

Notice how well this explains reality. The government of every ma-

jor country has publicly declared that they think solving global

warming is a high priority, but every time they meet in Kyoto or



Copenhagen or Bangkok for one of their big conferences, the devel-

oped countries would rather the developing countries shoulder the

burden, the developing countries would rather the developed coun-

tries do the hard work, and so nothing ever gets done.

The same applies mutans mutandis to other environmental issues

like the ozone layer, recycling, and anything else where one person

cannot make a major difference but many people acting together

can.

2.3: How do coordination problems justify regulation of ethical

business practices?

The normal libertarian belief is that it is unnecessary for govern-

ment to regulate ethical business practices. After all, if people ob-

ject to something a business is doing, they will boycott that busi-

ness, either incentivizing the business to change its ways, or dri-

ving them into well-deserved bankruptcy. And if people don’t object,

then there’s no problem and the government shouldn’t intervene.

A close consideration of coordination problems demolishes this ar-

gument. Let’s say Wanda’s Widgets has one million customers.

Each customer pays it $100 per year, for a total income of $100

million. Each customer prefers Wanda to her competitor Wayland,

who charges $150 for widgets of equal quality. Now let’s say Wan-

da’s Widgets does some unspeakably horrible act which makes it

$10 million per year, but offends every one of its million

customers.



There is no incentive for a single customer to boycott Wanda’s Wid-

gets. After all, that customer’s boycott will cost the customer $50

(she will have to switch to Wayland) and make an insignificant dif-

ference to Wanda (who is still earning $99,999,900 of her original

hundred million). The customer takes significant inconvenience,

and Wanda neither cares nor stops doing her unspeakably horrible

act (after all, it’s giving her $10 million per year, and only losing her

$100).

The only reason it would be in a customer’s interests to boycott is

if she believed over a hundred thousand other customers would

join her. In that case, the boycott would be costing Wanda more

than the $10 million she gains from her unspeakably horrible act,

and it’s now in her self-interest to stop committing the act. Howev-

er, unless each boycotter believes 99,999 others will join her, she

is inconveniencing herself for no benefit.

Furthermore, if a customer offended by Wanda’s actions believes

100,000 others will boycott Wanda, then it’s in the customer’s self-

interest to “defect” from the boycott and buy Wanda’s products. Af-

ter all, the customer will lose money if she buys Wayland’s more

expensive widgets, and this is unnecessary – the 100,000 other

boycotters will change Wanda’s mind with or without her

participation.

This suggests a “market failure” of boycotts, which seems con-

firmed by experience. We know that, despite many companies do-

ing very controversial things, there have been very few successful

boycotts. Indeed, few boycotts, successful or otherwise, ever make



the news, and the number of successful boycotts seems much

less than the amount of outrage expressed at companies’ actions.

The existence of government regulation solves this problem nicely.

If >51% of people disagree with Wanda’s unspeakably horrible act,

they don’t need to waste time and money guessing how many of

them will join in a boycott, and they don’t need to worry about be-

ing unable to conscript enough defectors to reach critical mass.

They simply vote to pass a law banning the action.

2.3.1: I’m not convinced that it’s really that hard to get a

boycott going. If people really object to something, they’ll

start a boycott regardless of all that coordination problem

stuff.

So, you’re boycotting Coke because they’re hiring local death

squads to kidnap, torture, and murder union members and organiz-

ers in their sweatshops in Colombia, right?

Not a lot of people to whom I have asked this question have ever

answered “yes”. Most of them had never heard of the abuses be-

fore. A few of them vaguely remembered having heard something

about it, but dismissed it as “you know, multinational corporations

do a lot of sketchy things.” I’ve only met one person who’s ever

gone so far as to walk twenty feet further to get to the Pepsi vend-

ing machine.

If you went up to a random guy on the street and said “Hey, does

hiring death squads to torture and kill Colombians who protest



about terrible working conditions bother you?” 99.9% of people

would say yes. So why the disconnect between words and actions?

People could just be lying – they could say they cared so they

sounded compassionate, but in reality it doesn’t really bother

them.

But maybe it’s something more complicated. Perhaps they don’t

have the brainpower to keep track of every single corporation that’s

doing bad things and just how bad they are. Perhaps they’ve com-

partmentalized their lives and after they leave their Amnesty meet-

ings it just doesn’t register that they should change their behaviour

in the supermarket. Or perhaps the Coke = evil connection is too

tenuous and against the brain’s ingrained laws of thought to stay

relevant without expending extraordinary amounts of willpower. Or

perhaps there’s some part of the subconscious that really is worry

about that game theory and figuring it has no personal incentive to

join the boycott.

And God forbid that it’s something more complicated than that.

Imagine if the company that made the mining equipment that was

bought by the mining company that mined the aluminum that was

bought by Coke to make their cans was doing something unethical.

You think you could convince enough people to boycott Coke that

Coke would boycott the mining company that the mining company

would boycott the equipment company that the equipment compa-

ny would stop behaving unethically?

If we can’t trust people to stay off Coke when it uses death squads

and when Pepsi tastes exactly the same (don’t argue with me on



that one!) how can we assume people’s purchasing decisions will

always act as a general moral regulatory method for the market?

2.3.2: And you really think governments can do better?

Sure seems that way. Many laws currently exist banning business-

es from engaging in unethical practices. Some of these laws were

passed by direct ballot. Others were passed by representatives

who have incentives to usually follow the will of their constituents.

So it seems fair to say that there are a lot of business practices

that more than 51% of people thought should be banned.

But the very fact that a law was needed to ban them proves that

those 51% of people weren’t able to organize a successful boycott.

More than half of the population, sometimes much more, hated

some practice so much they thought it should be illegal, yet that

wasn’t enough to provide an incentive for the company to stop do-

ing it until the law took effect.

To me, that confirms that boycotts are a very poor way of allowing

people’s morals to influence corporate conduct.

2.4: How do coordination problems justify government

spending on charitable causes?

Because failure to donate to a charitable cause might also be be-

cause of a coordination problem.



How many people want to end world hunger? I’ve never yet met

someone who would answer with a “not me!”, but maybe some of

those people are just trying to look good in front of other people,

so let’s make a conservative estimate of 50%.

There’s a lot of dispute over what it would mean to “end world

hunger”, all the way from “buy and ship food every day to everyone

who is hungry that day” all the way to “create sustainable in-

frastructure and economic development such that everyone natu-

rally produces enough food or money”. There are various estimates

about how much these different definitions would cost, all the way

from “about $15 billion a year” to “about $200 billion a year” –

permanently in the case of shipping food, and for a decade or two

in the case of promoting development.

Even if we take the highest possible estimate, it’s still well below

what you would make if 50% of the population of the world donated

$1/week to the cause. Now, certainly there are some very poor

people in the world who couldn’t donate $1/week, but there are

also some very rich people who could no doubt donate much,

much more.

So we have two possibilities. Either the majority of people don’t

care enough about world hunger to give a dollar a week to end it,

or something else is going on.

That something else is a coordination problem. No one expects

anyone else to donate a dollar a week, so they don’t either. And al-

though somebody could shout very loudly “Hey, let’s all donate $1



a week to fight world hunger!” no one would expect anyone else to

listen to that person, so they wouldn’t either.

When the government levies tax money on everyone in the country

and then donates it to a charitable cause, it is often because

everyone in the country supports that charitable cause but a pri-

vate attempt to show that support would fall victim to coordination

problems.

2.5: How do coordination problems justify labor unions and

other labor regulation?

It is frequently proposed that workers and bosses are equal negoti-

ating partners bargaining on equal terms, and only the excessive

government intervention on the side of labor that makes the nego-

tiating table unfair. After all, both need something from one anoth-

er: the worker needs money, the boss labor. Both can end the deal

if they don’t like the terms: the boss can fire the worker, or the

worker can quit the boss. Both have other choices: the boss can

choose a different employee, the worker can work for a different

company. And yet, strange to behold, having proven the fundamen-

tal equality of workers and bosses, we find that everyone keeps

acting as if bosses have the better end of the deal.

During interviews, the prospective employee is often nervous; the

boss rarely is. The boss can ask all sorts of things like that the

prospective pay for her own background check, or pee in a cup so

the boss can test the urine for drugs; the prospective employee



would think twice before daring make even so reasonable a re-

quest as a cup of coffee. Once the employee is hired, the boss

may ask on a moment’s notice that she work a half hour longer or

else she’s fired, and she may not dare to even complain. On the

other hand, if she were to so much as ask to be allowed to start

work thirty minutes later to get more sleep or else she’ll quit, she

might well be laughed out of the company. A boss may, and very of-

ten does, yell at an employee who has made a minor mistake,

telling her how stupid and worthless she is, but rarely could an em-

ployee get away with even politely mentioning the mistake of a

boss, even if it is many times as unforgivable.

The naive economist who truly believes in the equal bargaining po-

sition of labor and capital would find all of these things very

puzzling.

Let’s focus on the last issue; a boss berating an employee, versus

an employee berating a boss. Maybe the boss has one hundred

employees. Each of these employees only has one job. If the boss

decides she dislikes an employee, she can drive her to quit and

still be 99% as productive while she looks for a replacement; once

the replacement is found, the company will go on exactly as

smoothly as before.

But if the employee’s actions drive the boss to fire her, then she

must be completely unemployed until such time as she finds a

new job, suffering a long period of 0% productivity. Her new job may

require a completely different life routine, including working differ-

ent hours, learning different skills, or moving to an entirely new



city. And because people often get promoted based on seniority,

she probably won’t be as well paid or have as many opportunities

as she did at her old company. And of course, there’s always the

chance she won’t find another job at all, or will only find one in a

much less tolerable field like fast food.

We previously proposed a symmetry between a boss firing a worker

and a worker quitting a boss, but actually they could not be more

different. For a boss to fire a worker is at most a minor inconve-

nience; for a worker to lose a job is a disaster. The Holmes-Rahe

Stress Scale, a measure of the comparative stress level of differ-

ent life events, puts being fired at 47 units, worse than the death

of a close friend and nearly as bad as a jail term. Tellingly, “firing

one of your employees” failed to make the scale.

This fundamental asymmetry gives capital the power to create

more asymmetries in its favor. For example, bosses retain a level

of control on workers even after they quit, because a worker may

very well need a letter of reference from a previous boss to get a

good job at a new company. On the other hand, a prospective em-

ployee who asked her prospective boss to produce letters of rec-

ommendation from her previous workers would be politely shown

the door; we find even the image funny.

The proper level negotiating partner to a boss is not one worker,

but all workers. If the boss lost all workers at once, then she

would be at 0% productivity, the same as the worker who loses her

job. Likewise, if all the workers approached the boss and said “We

want to start a half hour later in the morning or we all quit”, they



might receive the same attention as the boss who said “Work a

half hour longer each day or you’re all fired”.

But getting all the workers together presents coordination prob-

lems. One worker has to be the first to speak up. But if one worker

speaks up and doesn’t get immediate support from all the other

workers, the boss can just fire that first worker as a troublemaker.

Being the first worker to speak up has major costs – a good

chance of being fired – but no benefits – all workers will benefit

equally from revised policies no matter who the first worker to ask

for them is.

Or, to look at it from the other angle, if only one worker sticks up

for the boss, then intolerable conditions may well still get changed,

but the boss will remember that one worker and maybe be more

likely to promote her. So even someone who hates the boss’s poli-

cies has a strong selfish incentive to stick up for her.

The ability of workers to coordinate action without being threat-

ened or fired for attempting to do so is the only thing that gives

them any negotiating power at all, and is necessary for a healthy

labor market. Although we can debate the specifics of exactly how

much protection should be afforded each kind of coordination, the

fundamental principle is sound.

2.5.1: But workers don’t need to coordinate. If working

conditions are bad, people can just change jobs, and that

would solve the bad conditions.



About three hundred Americans commit suicide for work-related

reasons every year – this number doesn’t count those who attempt

suicide but fail. The reasons cited by suicide notes, survivors and

researchers investigating the phenomenon include on-the-job bully-

ing, poor working conditions, unbearable hours, and fear of being

fired.

I don’t claim to understand the thought processes that would drive

someone to do this, but given the rarity and extremity of suicide,

we can assume for every worker who goes ahead with suicide for

work-related reasons, there are a hundred or a thousand who feel

miserable but not quite suicidal.

If people are literally killing themselves because of bad working

conditions, it’s safe to say that life is more complicated than the

ideal world in which everyone who didn’t like their working condi-

tions quits and get a better job elsewhere (see the next section,

Irrationality).

I note in the same vein stories from the days before labor regula-

tions when employers would ban workers from using the restroom

on jobs with nine hour shifts, often ending in the workers wetting

themselves. This seems like the sort of thing that provides so

much humiliation to the workers, and so little benefit to the boss-

es, that a free market would eliminate it in a split second. But we

know that it was a common policy in the 1910s and 1920s, and

that factories with such policies never wanted for employees. The

same is true of factories that literally locked their workers inside to

prevent them from secretly using the restroom or going out for a



smoking break, leading to disasters like the Triangle Shirtwaist Fire

when hundreds of workers died when the building they were locked

inside burnt down. And yet even after this fire, the practice of lock-

ing workers inside buildings only stopped when the government fi-

nally passed regulation against it.

3. Irrational Choices

3.1: What do you mean by “irrational choices”?

A company (Thaler, 2007, download study as .pdf) gives its employ-

ees the opportunity to sign up for a pension plan. They contribute

a small amount of money each month, and the company will also

contribute some money, and overall it ends up as a really good

deal for the employees and gives them an excellent retirement

fund. Only a small minority of the employees sign up.

The libertarian would answer that this is fine. Although some out-

sider might condescendingly declare it “a really good deal”, the

employees are the most likely to understand their own unique fi-

nancial situation. They may have a better pension plan somewhere

else, or mistrust the company’s promises, or expect not to need

much money in their own age. For some outsider to declare that

they are wrong to avoid the pension plan, or worse to try to force

them into it for their own good, would be the worst sort of arrogant

paternalism, and an attack on the employees’ dignity as rational

beings.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triangle_Shirtwaist_Factory_fire
http://assets.aarp.org/rgcenter/econ/2007_02_savings.pdf


Then the company switches tactics. It automatically signs the em-

ployees up for the pension plan, but offers them the option to opt

out. This time, only a small minority of the employees opt out.

That makes it very hard to spin the first condition as the employ-

ees rationally preferring not to participate in the pension plan,

since the second condition reveals the opposite preference. It

looks more like they just didn’t have the mental energy to think

about it or go through the trouble of signing up. And in the latter

condition, they didn’t have the mental energy to think about it or go

through the trouble of opting out.

If the employees were rationally deciding whether or not to sign up,

then some outsider regulating their decision would be a disaster.

But if the employees are making demonstrably irrational choices

because of a lack of mental energy, and if people do so consistent-

ly and predictably, then having someone else who has considered

the issue in more depth regulate their choices could lead to a bet-

ter outcome.

3.1.1: So what’s going on here?

Old-school economics assumed choice to be “revealed

preference”: an individual’s choices will invariably correspond to

their preferences, and imposing any other set of choices on them

will result in fewer preferences being satisfied.



In some cases, economists have gone to absurd lengths to defend

this model. For example, Bryan Caplan says that when drug ad-

dicts say they wish that they could quit drugs, they must be lying,

since they haven’t done so. Seemingly unsuccessful attempts to

quit must be elaborate theater, done to convince other people to

continue supporting them, while they secretly enjoy their drugs as

much as ever.

But the past fifty years of cognitive science have thoroughly demol-

ished this “revealed preference” assumption, showing that peo-

ple’s choices result from a complex mix of external compulsions,

internal motivations, natural biases, and impulsive behaviors.

These decisions usually approximate fulfilling preferences, but

sometimes they fail in predictable and consistent ways.

The field built upon these insights is called “behavioral

economics”, and you can find more information in books like Judg-

ment Under Uncertainty, Cognitive Illusions, and Predictably Irra-

tional, or on the website Less Wrong.

3.2: Why does this matter?

The gist of this research, as it relates to the current topic, is that

people don’t always make the best choice according to their prefer-

ences. Sometimes they consistently make the easiest or the most

superficially attractive choice instead. It may be best not to think

of them as a “choice” at all, but as a reflexive reaction to certain

circumstances, which often but not always conforms to rationality.

http://smile.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0521284147/metafilter-20/ref=nosim/
http://smile.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0521284147/metafilter-20/ref=nosim/
http://smile.amazon.com/Predictably-Irrational-Revised-Expanded-Decisions/dp/0061353248/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1316959442&sr=1-1
https://www.greaterwrong.com/


Such possibilities cast doubt on the principle that every trade that

can be voluntarily made should be voluntarily made.

If people’s decisions are not randomly irrational, but systematically

irrational in predictable ways, that raises the possibility that people

who are aware of these irrationalities may be able to do better

than the average person in particular fields where the irrationali-

ties are more common, raising the possibility that paternalism can

sometimes be justified.

3.2.1: Why should the government protect people from their

own irrational choices?

By definition of “irrational”, people will be happier and have more

of their preferences satisfied if they do not make irrational choices.

By the principles of the free market, as people make more rational

decisions the economy will also improve.

If you mean this question in a moral sense, more like “How dare

the government presume to protect me from my own irrational

choices!”, see the section on Moral Issues.

3.2.2: What is the significance of predictably irrational

behavior?

It justifies government-mandated pensions, some consumer safety

and labor regulations, advertising regulations, concern about ad-

dictive drugs, and public health promotion, among other things.



4. Lack of Information

4.1: What do you mean by “lack of information”?

Many economic theories start with the assumption that everyone

has perfect information about everything. For example, if a compa-

ny’s products are unsafe, these economic theories assume con-

sumers know the product is unsafe, and so will buy less of it.

No economist literally believes consumers have perfect informa-

tion, but there are still strong arguments for keeping the “perfect

information” assumption. These revolve around the idea that con-

sumers will be motivated to pursue information about things that

are important to them. For example, if they care about product

safety, they will fund investigations into product safety, or only buy

products that have been certified safe by some credible third party.

The only case in which a consumer would buy something without

information on it is if the consumer had no interest in the informa-

tion, or wasn’t willing to pay as much for the information as it

would cost, in which case the consumer doesn’t care much about

the information anyway, and it is a success rather than a failure of

the market that it has not given it to her.

In nonlibertarian thought, people care so much about things like

product safety and efficacy, or the ethics of how a product is pro-

duced, that the government needs to ensure them. In libertarian

thought, if people really care about product safety, efficacy and



ethics, the market will ensure them itself, and if they genuinely

don’t care, that’s okay too.

4.1.1: And what’s wrong with the libertarian position here?

Section 5 describes how we can sometimes predict when people

will make irrational choices. One of the most consistent irrational

choices people make is buying products without spending as much

effort to gather information as the amount they care about these

things would suggest. So in fact, the nonlibertarians are right: if

there were no government regulation, people who care a lot about

things like safety and efficacy would consistently be stuck with un-

safe and ineffective products, and the market would not correct

these failures.

4.2. Is this really true? Surely people would investigate the

safety, ethics, and efficacy of the products they buy.

Below follows a list of statements about products. Some are real,

others are made up. Can you identify which are which?

Some processed food items, including most Kraft cheese

products, contain methylarachinate, an additive which caus-

es a dangerous anaphylactic reaction in 1/31000 people

who consume it. They have been banned in Canada, but

continue to be used in the United States after intense lobby-

ing from food industry interests.

1.



Commonly used US-manufactured wood products, including

almost all plywood, contain formaldehyde, a compound

known to cause cancer. This has been known in scientific

circles for years, but was only officially reported a few

months ago because of intense chemical industry lobbying

to keep it secret. Formaldehyde-containing wood products

are illegal in the EU and most other developed nations.

2.

Total S.A., an oil company that owns fill-up stations around

the world, sometimes uses slave labor in repressive third-

world countries to build its pipelines and oil wells. Laborers

are coerced to work for the company by juntas funded by the

corporation, and are shot or tortured if they refuse. The

company also helps pay for the military muscle needed to

keep the juntas in power.

3.

Microsoft has cooperated with the Chinese government by

turning over records from the Chinese equivalents of its

search engine “Bing” and its hotmail email service, despite

knowing these records would be used to arrest dissidents.

At least three dissidents were arrested based on the infor-

mation and are currently believed to be in jail or “re-educa-

tion” centers.

4.

Wellpoint, the second largest US health care company, has

a long record of refusing to provide expensive health care

treatments promised in some of its plans by arguing that

their customers have violated the “small print” of the terms

of agreement; in fact they make it so technical that almost

all customers violate them unknowingly, then only cite the

5.



4.2.1. Okay, I admit I’m not sure of most of these. What’s

your point?

ones who need expensive treatment. Although it has been

sued for these practices at least twice, both times it has

used its legal muscle to tie the cases up in court long

enough that the patients settled for an undisclosed amount

believed to be fraction of the original benefits promised.

Ultrasonic mosquito repellents like those made by GSI,

which claim to mimic frequencies produced by the mos-

quito’s natural predator, the bat, do not actually repel mos-

quitoes. Studies have shown that exactly as many mosqui-

toes inhabit the vicinity of such a mosquito repellent as any-

where else.

6.

Listerine (and related mouth washes) probably do not elimi-

nate bad breath. Although it may be effective at first, in the

long term it generally increases bad breath by drying out the

mouth and inhibiting the salivary glands. This may also in-

crease the population of dental bacteria. Most top dentists

recommend avoiding mouth wash or using it very sparingly.

7.

The most popular laundry detergents, including most vari-

eties of Tide and Method, have minimal to zero ability to re-

move stains from clothing. They mostly just makes clothing

smell better when removed from the laundry. Some of the

more expensive alkylbenzenesulfonate detergents have gen-

uine stain-removing action, but aside from the cost, these

detergents have very strong smells and are unpopular.

8.



This is a complicated FAQ about complicated philosophical issues.

Most likely its readers are in the top few percentiles in terms of in-

telligence and education.

And we live in a world where there are many organizations, both pri-

vate and governmental, that exist to evaluate products and dis-

seminate information about their safety.

And all of the companies and products above are popular ones

that most American consumers have encountered and had to

make purchasing decisions about. I tried to choose safety issues

that were extremely serious and carried significant risks of death,

and ethical issues involving slavery and communism, which would

be of particular importance to libertarians.

If the test was challenging, it means that the smartest and best-

educated people in a world full of consumer safety and education

organizations don’t bother to look up important life-or-death facts

specifically tailored to be relevant to them about the most popular

products and companies they use every day.

And if that’s the case, why would you believe that less well-educat-

ed people in a world with less consumer safety information trying

to draw finer distinctions between more obscure products will defi-

nitely seek out the consumer information necessary allows them

to avoid unsafe, unethical, or ineffective products?

The above test is an attempt at experimental proof that people

don’t seek out even the product information that is genuinely im-



portant to them, but instead take the easy choice of buying what-

ever’s convenient based on information they get from advertising

campaigns and the like.

4.2.2: Fine, fine, what are the answers to the test?

Four of them are true and four of them are false, but I’m not saying

which are which, in the hopes that people will observe their own

thought processes when deciding whether or not it’s worth looking

up.

4.2.3: Right, well of course people don’t look up product

information now because the government regulates that for

them. In a real libertarian society, they would be more

proactive.

All of the four true items on the test above are true in spite of gov-

ernment regulation. Clearly, there are still significant issues even

in a regulated environment.

If you honestly believe you have no incentive to look up product in-

formation because you trust the government to take care of that,

then you’re about ten times more statist than I am, and I’m the guy

writing the Non-Libertarian FAQ.

4.3: What other unexpected consequences might occur

without consumer regulation?



It could destroy small business.

In the absence of government regulation, you would have to trust

corporate self-interest to regulate quality. And to some degree you

can do that. Wal-Mart and Target are both big enough and impor-

tant enough that if they sold tainted products, it would make it into

the newspaper, there would be a big outcry, and they would be

forced to stop. One could feel quite safe shopping at Wal-Mart.

But suppose on the way to Wal-Mart, you see a random mom-and-

pop store that looks interesting. What do you know about its safety

standards? Nothing. If they sold tainted or defective products, it

would be unlikely to make the news; if it were a small enough

store, it might not even make the Internet. Although you expect the

CEO of Wal-Mart to be a reasonable man who understands his own

self-interest and who would enforce strict safety standards, you

have no idea whether the owner of the mom-and-pop store is stu-

pid, lazy, or just assumes (with some justification) that no one will

ever notice his misdeeds. So you avoid the unknown quantity and

head to Wal-Mart, which you know is safe.

Repeated across a million people in a thousand cities, big busi-

nesses get bigger and small businesses get unsustainable.

4.4: What is the significance of lack of information?

It justifies some consumer and safety regulations, and the taxes

necessary to pay for them.



Part B: Social Issues

The Argument: Those who work hardest (and smartest) should get

the most money. Not only should we not begrudge them that money,

but we should thank them for the good they must have done for the

world in order to satisfy so many consumers.

People who do not work hard should not get as much money. If

they want more money, they should work harder. Getting more mon-

ey without working harder or smarter is unfair, and indicative of a

false sense of entitlement.

Unfortunately, modern liberal society has internalized the opposite

principle: that those who work hardest are greedy people who must

have stolen from those who work less hard, and that we should

distrust them at until they give most of their ill-gotten gains away to

others. The “progressive” taxation system as it currently exists

serves this purpose.

This way of thinking is not only morally wrong-headed, but economi-

cally catastrophic. Leaving wealth in the hands of the rich would

“make the pie bigger”, allowing the extra wealth to “trickle down”

to the poor naturally.

The Counterargument: Hard work and intelligence are contributory

factors to success, but depending on the way you phrase the ques-

tion, you find you need other factors to explain between one-half

and nine-tenths of the difference in success within the United

States; within the world at large the numbers are much higher.



If we think factors other than hard work and intelligence determin-

ing success are “unfair”, then most of Americans’ life experiences

are determined by “unfair” factors.

Although it would be overly ambitious to want to completely elimi-

nate all unfairness, we know that most other developed countries

have successfully eliminated many of the most glaring types of un-

fairness, and reaped benefits greater than the costs from doing

so.

The progressive tax system is part of this policy of eliminating un-

fairness, but if you disagree with that, that’s okay, as more and

more of the country’s wealth is staying in the hands of the super-

rich. None of this wealth has trickled down to the poor and none of

it ever will, as the past thirty years of economic history have re-

peatedly and decisively demolished the “trickle-down” concept.

None of this implies that any particular rich person is “greedy”,

whatever that would mean.

5. Just Deserts and Social Mobility

5.1: Government is the recourse of “moochers”, who want to

take the money of productive people and give it to the poor.

But rich people earned their money, and poor people had the

chance to earn money but did not. Therefore, the poor do not

deserve rich people’s money.



The claim of many libertarians is that the wealthy earned their

money by the sweat of their brow, and the poor are poor because

they did not. The counterclaim of many liberals is that the wealthy

gained their wealth by various unfair advantages, and that the poor

never had a chance. These two conflicting worldviews have been

the crux of many an Internet flamewar.

Luckily, this is an empirical question, and can be solved simply by

collecting the relevant data. For example, we could examine

whether the children of rich parents are more likely to be rich than

poor parents, and, if so, how much more likely they are. This would

give us a pretty good estimate of how much of rich people’s wealth

comes from superior personal qualities, as opposed to starting

with more advantages.

If we define “rich” as “income in the top 5%” and “poor” as “in-

come in the bottom 5%” then children of rich parents are about

twenty times more likely to become rich themselves than children

of poor parents.

But maybe that’s an extreme case. Instead let’s talk about “upper

class” (top 20%) and “lower class” (bottom 20%). A person born to

a lower-class family only has a fifty-fifty chance of ever breaking out

of the lower class (as opposed to 80% expected by chance), and

only about a 3% chance of ending up in the upper class (as op-

posed to 20% expected by chance). The children of upper class

parents are six times more likely to end up in the upper class than

the lower class; the children of lower class families are four times

more likely to end up in the lower class than the upper class.

http://www.americanprogress.org/issues/2006/04/b1579981.html
http://www.uh.edu/~adkugler/Solon.pdf
http://books.google.com/books?id=4eDIiBxSTacC&pg=PA192&lpg=PA192&dq=upper+quintile+bottom+quintile+mobility&source=bl&ots=-3dU6zEANj&sig=IE0eIGhePSZ_v78ePahzS1oLKEc&hl=en&ei=PI2YTuiYGcm1hAfL9-CKBA&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=8&ved=0CFEQ6AEwBw#v=onepage&q&f=false


The most precise way to measure this question is via a statistic

called “intergenerational income mobility”, which studies have esti-

mated at between 0.4 and 0.6. This means that around half the

difference in people’s wealth, maybe more, can be explained solely

by who their parents are.

Once you add in all the other factors besides how hard you work –

like where you live (the average Delawarean earns $30000; the av-

erage Mississippian $15000) and the quality of your local school

district, there doesn’t seem to be much room for hard work to de-

termine more than about a third of the difference between income.

5.1.1: The conventional wisdom among libertarians is

completely different. I’ve heard of a study saying that people

in the lower class are more likely to end up in the upper class

than stay in the lower class, even over a period as short as

ten years!

First of all, note that this is insane. Since the total must add up to

100%, this would mean that starting off poor actually makes you

more likely to end up rich than someone who didn’t start off poor.

If this were true, we should all send our children to school in the

ghetto to maximize their life chances. This should be a red flag.

And, in fact, it is false. Most of the claims of this sort come from a

single discredited study. The study focused on a cohort with a me-

dian age of twenty-two, then watched them for ten years, then com-

pared the (thirty-two-year-old) origins with twenty-two-year-olds, then

http://www.uh.edu/~adkugler/Solon.pdf
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=473188


claimed that the fact that young professionals make more than col-

lege students was a fact about social mobility. It was kind of weird.

Why would someone do this? Far be it from me to point fingers,

but Glenn Hubbard, the guy who conducted the study, worked for a

conservative think tank called the “American Enterprise Institute”.

You can see a more complete criticism of the study here.

5.1.2: Okay, I acknowledge that at least half of the

differences in wealth can be explained by parents. But that

needn’t be rich parents leaving trust funds to their children. It

could also be parents simply teaching their children better life

habits. It could even be genes for intelligence and hard work.

This may explain a small part of the issue, but see 5.1.3 and

5.1.3.1, which show that under different socioeconomic condi-

tions, this number markedly decreases. These socioeconomic

changes would not be expected to affect things like genetics.

5.1.3: So maybe children of the rich do have better

opportunities, but that’s life. Some people just start with

advantages not available to others. There’s no point in trying

to use Big Government to regulate away something that’s part

of the human condition.

This lack of social mobility isn’t part of the human condition, it’s a

uniquely American problem. Of eleven developed countries investi-

gated in a recent study on income mobility, America came out

http://www.huppi.com/kangaroo/L-mobility.htm
http://www.conferenceboard.ca/hcp/details/society/intergenerational-income-mobility.aspx#map


tenth out of eleven. Their calculation of US intergenerational in-

come elasticity (the number previously cited as probably between

0.4 and 0.6) was 0.47. But other countries in the study had in-

come elasticity as low as 0.15 (Denmark), 0.16 (Australia), 0.17

(Norway), and 0.19 (Canada). In each of those countries, the over-

whelming majority of wealth is earned by hard work rather than

inherited.

The United States, is just particularly bad at this; the American

Dream turns out to be the “nearly every developed country except

America” Dream.

5.1.3.1: That’s depressing, but don’t try to turn it into a

political narrative. Given the government’s incompetence and

wastefulness, there’s no reason to think more government

regulation and spending could possibly improve social mobility

at all.

Studies show that increasing government spending significantly im-

proves social mobility. States with higher government spending

have about 33% more social mobility than states with lower

spending.

This also helps explain why other First World countries have better

social mobility than we do. Poor American children have very few

chances to go to Harvard or Yale; poor Canadian children have a

much better chance to go to to UToronto or McGill, where most of

their tuition is government-subsidized.

http://www.partnershipforsuccess.org/uploads/20080804_MayerLopooArticle.pdf


5.2: Then perhaps it is true that rich children start out with a

major unfair advantage. But this advantage can be overcome.

Poor children may have to work harder than rich children to

become rich adults, but this is still possible, and so it is still

true, in the important sense, that if you are not rich it’s

mostly your own fault.

Several years ago, I had an interesting discussion with an evangeli-

cal Christian on the ethics of justification by faith. I promise you

this will be relevant eventually.

I argued that it is unfair for God to restrict entry to Heaven to Chris-

tians alone. After all, 99% of native-born Ecuadorans are Christian,

but less than 1% of native born Saudis are same. It follows that

the chance of any native-born Ecuadorian of becoming Christian is

99%, and that of any native born Saudi, 1%. So if God judges peo-

ple by their religion, then within 1% He’s basically just decided it’s

free entry for Ecuadorians, but people born in Saudi Arabia can go

to hell (literally).

My Christian friend argued that is not so: that there is a great dif-

ference between 0% of Saudis and 1% of Saudis. I answered that

no, there was a 1% difference. But he said this 1% proves that the

Saudis had free will: that even though all the cards were stacked

against them, a few rare Saudis could still choose Christianity.

But what does it mean to have free will, if external circumstances

can make 99% of people with free will decide one way in Ecuador,

and the opposite way in Saudi Arabia?



I do sort of believe in free will, or at least in “free will”. But where

my friend’s free will was unidirectional, an arrow pointing from

MIND to WORLD, my idea of free will is circular: MIND affects

WORLD affects MIND affects WORLD and so on.

Yes, it is ultimately the mind and nothing else that decides

whether to accept or reject Islam or Christianity. But it is the world

that shapes the mind before it does its accepting or rejecting. A

man raised in Saudi Arabia uses a mind forged by Saudi culture to

make the decision, and chooses Islam. A woman raised in Ecuador

uses a mind forged by Ecuador to make the decision, and chooses

Christianity. And so there is no contradiction in the saying that the

decision between Islam and Christianity is up entirely to the individ-

ual, yet that it is almost entirely culturally determined. For the mind

is a box, filled with genes and ideas, and although it is a wonderful

magical box that can take things and combine them and forge

them into something quite different and unexpected, it is not in-

finitely magical, and it cannot create out of thin air.

Returning to the question at hand, every poor person has the op-

portunity to work hard and eventually become rich. Whether that

poor person grasps the opportunity comes from that person’s own

personality. And that person’s own personality derives eventually

from factors outside that person’s control. A clear look at the mat-

ter proves it must be so, or else personality would be self-created,

like the story of the young man who received a gift of a time ma-

chine from a mysterious aged stranger, spent his life exploring past

and future, and, in his own age, goes back and gives his time ma-

chine to his younger self.



5.2.1: And why is this relevant to politics?

Earlier, I offered a number between 0.4 and 0.6 as the proportion

of success attributable solely to one’s parents’ social class. This

bears on, but does not wholly answer, a related question: what per-

centage of my success is my own, and what percentage is at-

tributable to society? People have given answers to this question

as diverse as (100%, 0%), (50%, 50%), (0%, 100%).

I boldly propose a different sort of answer: (80%, 100%). Most of

my success comes from my own hard work, and all of my own hard

work comes from external factors.

If all of our success comes from external factors, then it is reason-

able to ask that we “pay it forward” by trying to improve the exter-

nal factors of others, turning them into better people who will be

better able to seize the opportunities to succeed. This is a good

deal of the justification for the liberal program of redistribution of

wealth and government aid to the poor.

5.2.2: This is all very philosophical. Can you give some

concrete examples?

Lead poisoning, for example. It’s relatively common among children

in poorer areas (about 7% US prevalence) and was even more com-

mon before lead paint and leaded gasoline was banned (still >30%

in many developing countries).



For every extra ten millionths of a gram per deciliter concentration

of lead in their blood, children permanently lose five IQ points;

there’s a difference of about ten IQ points among children who

grew up in areas with no lead at all, and those who grew up in ar-

eas with the highest level of lead currently considered “safe”. Al-

though no studies have been done on severely lead poisoned chil-

dren from the era of leaded gasoline, they may have lost twenty or

more IQ points from chronic lead exposure.

Further, lead also decreases behavioral inhibition, attention, and

self-control. For every ten ug/dl lead increase, children were 50%

more likely to have recognized behavioral problems. People ex-

posed to higher levels of blood lead as a child were almost 50%

more likely to be arrested for criminal behavior as adults (adjusting

for confounders).

Economic success requires self-control, intelligence, and attention.

It is cruel to blame people for not seizing opportunities to rise

above their background when that background has damaged the

very organ responsible for seizing opportunities. And this is why

government action, despite a chorus of complaints from libertari-

ans, banned lead from most products, a decision which is (contro-

versially) credited with the most significant global drop in crime

rates in decades, but which has certainly contributed to social mo-

bility and opportunity for children who would otherwise be too lead-

poisoned to succeed.

Lead is an interesting case because it has obvious neurological ef-

fects preventing success. The ability of psychologically and socially



toxic environments to prevent success is harder to measure but no

less real.

If a poor person can’t keep a job solely because she was lead-poi-

soned from birth until age 16, is it still fair to blame her for her

failure? And is it still so unthinkable to take a little bit of money

from everyone who was lucky enough to grow up in an area without

lead poisoning, and use it to help her and detoxify her

neighborhood?

5.3: What is the significance of whether success is personally

or environmentally determined?

It provides justification for redistribution of wealth, and for engi-

neering an environment in which more people are able to succeed.

6. Taxation

6.1: Isn’t taxation, the act of taking other people’s money by

force, inherently evil?

See the Moral Issues section for a more complete discussion of

this point.

6.2: Isn’t progressive taxation, the tendency to tax the rich at

higher rates than the poor, unfair?



The most important justification for progressive tax rates is the

idea of marginal utility.

This is easier to explain with movie tickets than money. Suppose

different people are allotted a different number of non-transferable

movie tickets for a year; some people get only one, other people

get ten thousand.

A person with only two movie ticket might love to have one extra

ticket. Perhaps she is a huge fan of X-Men, Batman, and Super-

man, and with only two movie ticket she will only be able to see

two of the three movies she’s super-excited about this year.

A person with ten movie tickets would get less value from an extra

ticket. She can already see the ten movies that year she’s most in-

terested in. If she got an eleventh, she’d use it for a movie she

might find a bit enjoyable, but it wouldn’t be one of her favorites.

A person with a hundred movie tickets would get minimal value

from an extra ticket. Even if your tickets are free, you’re not likely

to go to the movies a hundred times a year. And even if you did,

you’d start scraping the bottom of the barrel in terms of watchable

films.

A person with a thousand tickets would get practically no value

from an extra ticket. At this point,t here’s no way she can go to any

more movies. The extra ticket might not have literally zero value –

she could burn it for warmth, or write memos on the back of it –

but it’s pretty worthless.



So although all movie tickets provide an equal service – seeing

one movie – one extra movie ticket represents a different amount

of value to the person with two tickets and the person with a thou-

sand tickets. Furthermore, 50% of their movie ticket holdings rep-

resent a different value to the person with two tickets and the per-

son with a thousand movie tickets. The person with two tickets los-

es the ability to watch the second-best film of the year. The person

with a thousand tickets still has five hundred tickets left, more

than enough to see all the year’s best films, and at worst will have

to buy some real memo paper.

Money works similarly to movie tickets. Your first hundred dollars

determine whether you live or starve to death. Your next five hun-

dred dollars determine whether you have a roof over your head or

you’re freezing out on the street. But by your ten billionth dollar, all

you’re doing is buying a slightly larger yacht.

50% of what a person with $10,000 makes is more valuable to her

than 50% of what a billionaire makes is to the billionaire.

Progressive taxation is an attempt to tax everyone equally, not by

lump sum or by percentage, but by burden. Just as taking extra

movie tickets away from the person with a thousand is more fair

than taking some away from the person with only two, so we tax

the rich at a higher rate because a proportionate amount of money

has less marginal value to them.



6.2.1: But the progressive tax system is unfair and perverse.

Imagine the tax rate on people making $100,000 or less is

30%, and the tax rate on people making more than $100,000

is 50%. You make $100,000, and end up with after tax

income of $70,000. Then one day your boss tells you that you

did a good job, and gives you a $1 bonus. Now you make

$100,001, but end up with only $50,000.50 after tax income.

How is that at all fair?

It’s not, but this isn’t how the tax system works.

What those figures mean is that your first $100,000, no matter

how much you earn, is taxed at 30%. Then the money you make

after that is taxed at 50%. So if you made $100,001, you would be

taxed 30% on the first $100,000 (giving you $70,000), and 50%

on the next $1 (giving you $.50), for an after-tax income of

$70,000.50. The intuitive progression where someone who makes

more money ends up with more after-tax income is preserved.

I know most libertarians don’t make this mistake, and that there

are much stronger arguments against progressive taxation, but this

has come up enough times that I thought it was worth mentioning,

with apologies to those readers whose time it has wasted.

6.3: Taxes are too high.

Too high by what standard?



6.3.1: Too high by historical standards. Thanks to the

unstoppable growth of big government, people have to pay

more taxes now than ever before.

Actually, income tax rates for people on median income are around

the lowest they’ve been in the past seventy-five years



6.3.1.1: I meant for the rich. It’s only tolerable for people on

median income because “progressive” governments are

squeezing every last dollar out of successful people.

Actually, income tax rates for the rich are around the lowest they’ve

been in the past seventy-five years.

6.3.1.1.1: But I heard that the share of tax revenue coming

from the rich is at its highest level ever.

This is true. As the rich get richer and the poor get poorer (see

3.4), more of the money concentrates in the hands of the rich, and

so more of the taxes come from the rich as well. This doesn’t con-

tradict the point that the tax rates on the rich are near historic

lows.

6.3.1.2: I meant for corporations.

Actually, income tax rates for corporations are around the lowest

they’ve been in the past seventy-five years.

6.3.2: I meant income taxes are too high compared to what’s

best for the economy, and even best for the Treasury. With

taxes as high as they are, people will stop producing, rather

than see so much of each dollar they make go to the

government. This will hurt the economy and lower tax

revenue.



The Laffer curve certainly exists, but the consensus is that we’re

still well on the left half of it.

Although it’s become a truism that high tax rates discourage pro-

duction, studies have found this to be mostly false, with low elas-

ticity of real income – see for example Gruber & Saez and Saez,

Slemrod, and Giertz.

What studies have found is a high elasticity of taxable income.

That is, raising taxes encourages people to find more tax loop-

holes, decreasing revenue. However, although this effect means a

10% higher tax rate would lead to less than 10% higher govern-

ment income, the change in government income would still be pos-

itive – even by this stricter criterion, we’re still on the left side of

the Laffer curve. And of course, this effect could be eliminated by

switching to a flat tax or closing tax loopholes.

6.4: Our current tax system is overzealous in its attempts to

redistribute money from the rich to the poor. If instead we

lowered taxes on the rich, this money would “trickle down” to

the rest of the economy, driving growth. Instead of

redistributing the pie, we’d make the pie larger for everyone.

If we’re in an overzealous campaign for “equality” intended to lower

the rich to the level of the poor, we’re certainly not doing a very

good job of it. Over the past thirty years, the rich have consistently

gotten richer. None of this money has trickled down to the poor or

middle-class, whose income has remained the same in real terms.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laffer_curve
http://www.nber.org/papers/w7512.pdf?new_window=1
http://elsa.berkeley.edu/~saez/saez-slemrod-giertzJEL10final.pdf


“Trickle-down” should be rejected as an interesting and plausible-

sounding economic theory which empirical data have soundly

disconfirmed.

6.5: Raising taxes would be useless for the important things

like cutting the deficit. The deficit is $1.2 trillion. The most

we could realistically raise from extra taxes on the rich would

be maybe $200 billion. The most we could raise from insane

levels of extra taxes on the rich and middle class would be

about $500 billion – less than half the deficit. The real

problem is spending.



Yes and no.

The deficit is, indeed, very, very large. It’s so large that no political-

ly palatable option is likely to make more than a small dent in it.

This is true of tax increases. It’s also true of spending cuts.

Cutting all redistributive government services for the poor including

welfare, unemployment insurance, disability, food stamps, scholar-

ships, you name it – would save about $200 billion. That’s less

than 20% of the deficit. Cutting all health care, including Medicaid

for senior citizens, would only eliminate $400 billion or so. Even

eliminating the entire military down to the last Jeep would only get

us $800 billion or so. The targets for cuts that have actually been

raised are rounding errors: the Republicans trumpeted an end for

government aid to NPR, but this is about $4 million – all of

0.000003% of the problem.

So “darnit, this one thing doesn’t completely solve the deficit” is

not a good reason to reject a proposal. Solving the deficit will, if

it’s possible at all, take a lot of different methods, including some

unpalatable to liberals, some unpalatable to conservatives, and

yes, some unpalatable to libertarians.

In particular, we need to avoid the “bee sting” fallacy, where we

have so many problems that we just stop worrying. It would be irre-

sponsible to say that since a few billion dollars doesn’t affect the

deficit either way, we might as well just spend $5 billion on some

random project we don’t need. For the same reason, it would be

http://www.boston.com/bostonglobe/ideas/articles/2008/03/30/the_sting_of_poverty/?page=full


irresponsible to say we might as well just renew tax cuts on the

rich that cost hundreds of billions of dollars each year.

6.6. Taxes are basically a racket where they take my money

and then give it to foreign governments and poor people.

According to a CNN poll, on average Americans estimate that

about 10% of our taxes go to foreign aid. The real number is about

0.6%.

And although people believe that food and housing for the poor

take up about 20% of the federal budget, the real number is actu-

ally less than 5%.

So although people worry that 30% of the budget goes to help the

less fortunate, the real number is about 6%.

(And this is actually sort of depressing, when you think about it.)



The majority of your taxes go to programs that benefit you and oth-

er middle-class Americans, such as Social Security and Medicare,

and to programs that “benefit” you and other middle-class Ameri-

cans, such as the military.

Part C: Political Issues

The Argument: Government can’t do anything right. Its forays into

every field are tinged in failure. Whether it’s trying to create contra-

dictory “state owned businesses”, funding pet projects that end up

over budget and useless, or creating burdensome and ridiculous

“consumer protection” rules, its heavy-handed actions are always

detrimental and usually embarrassing.

With this track record, what sane person would want to involve gov-

ernment in even more industries? The push to get government



deeper into health care is a disaster waiting to happen, and could

give us a chronically broken system like those in Europe, where

people die because of bureaucratic inefficiency.

Other places from which we can profitably eliminate government’s

prying hands include our schools, our prisons, our gun dealer-

ships, and the friendly neighborhood meth lab.

The Counterargument: Government sometimes, though by no

means always, does things right, and some of its institutions and

programs are justifiably considered models of efficiency and human

ingenuity. There are various reasons why people are less likely to no-

tice these.

Government-run health systems empirically produce better health

outcomes for less money than privately-run health systems for rea-

sons that include economies of scale. There are a mountain of sta-

tistics that prove this. Although not every proposal to introduce

government into health will necessarily be successful, we would do

well to consider emulating more successful systems.

We should think twice about exactly how much government we are

willing to remove from our schools, gun dealerships, and meth

labs, and run away screaming at the proposal to privatize prisons.

7. Competence of Government

7.1: Government never does anything right.



7.1.1: Okay, fine. But that’s a special case where, given an

infinite budget, they were able to accomplish something that

private industry had no incentive to try. And to their credit,

they did pull it off, but do you have any examples of

government succeeding at anything more practical?

Eradicating smallpox and polio globally, and cholera and malaria

from their endemic areas in the US. Inventing the computer,

mouse, digital camera, and email. Building the information super-

highway and the regular superhighway. Delivering clean, practically-

free water and cheap on-the-grid electricity across an entire conti-

nent. Forcing integration and leading the struggle for civil rights.

Setting up the Global Positioning System. Ensuring accurate disas-

ter forecasts for hurricanes, volcanoes, and tidal waves. Zero life-

savings-destroying bank runs in eighty years. Inventing nuclear



power and the game theory necessary to avoid destroying the

world with it.

7.1.1.1: All right… all right… but apart from better sanitation

and medicine and education and irrigation and public health

and roads and a freshwater system and baths and public

order… what has the government done for us?

Brought peace. But see also Government Success Stories and The

Forgotten Achievements of Government.

7.2: Large government projects are always late and over-

budget.

The only study on the subject I could find, “What Causes Cost

Overrun in Transport Infrastructure Projects?” ( download study as

.pdf) by Flyvbjerg, Holm, and Buhl, finds no difference in cost over-

runs between comparable government and private projects, and in

fact find one of their two classes of government project (those not

associated with a state-owned enterprise) to have a trend toward

being more efficient than comparable private projects. They con-

clude that “…one conclusion is clear… the conventional wisdom,

which holds that public ownership is problematic whereas private

ownership is a main source of efficiency in curbing cost escalation,

is dubious.”

Further, when government cost overruns occur, they are not usually

because of corrupt bureaucrats wasting the public’s money. Rather,

they’re because politicians don’t believe voters will approve their

http://www.huppi.com/kangaroo/Governmentsuccesses.htm
http://www.governmentisgood.com/articles.php?aid=7
http://flyvbjerg.plan.aau.dk/COSTCAUSESASPUBLISHED.pdf


projects unless they spin them as being much cheaper and faster

than the likely reality, leading a predictable and sometimes com-

mendable execution to be condemned as “late and over budget” (

download study as .pdf) While it is admittedly a problem that gov-

ernment provides an environment in which politicians have to lie to

voters to get a project built, the facts provide little justification for

a narrative in which government is incompetent at construction

projects.

7.3: State-run companies are always uncreative, unprofitable,

and unpleasant to use.

Some of the greatest and most successful companies in the world

are or have been state-run. Japan National Railways, which created

the legendarily efficient bullet trains, and the BBC, which provides

the most respected news coverage in the world as well as a host

of popular shows like Doctor Who, both began as state-run corpora-

tions (JNR was later privatized).

In cases where state-run corporations are unprofitable, this is of-

ten not due to some negative effect of being state-run, but be-

cause the corporation was put under state control precisely be-

cause it was something so unprofitable no private company would

touch it, but still important enough that it had to be done. For ex-

ample, the US Post Office has a legal mandate to ship affordable

mail in a timely fashion to every single god-forsaken town in the

United States; obviously it will be out-competed by a private com-

pany that can focus on the easiest and most profitable routes, but

this does not speak against it. Amtrak exists despite passenger

http://flyvbjerg.plan.aau.dk/JAPAASPUBLISHED.pdf


rail travel in the United States being fundamentally unprofitable,

but within its limitations it has done a relatively good job: on-time

rates better than that of commercial airlines, 80% customer satis-

faction rate, and double-digit year-on-year passenger growth every

year for the past decade.

7.3.1: State-run companies may be able to paper-push with

the best of them, but the government can never be truly

innovative. Only the free market can do that. Look at Silicon

Valley!

Advances invented either solely or partly by government institu-

tions include, as mentioned before, the computer, mouse, Internet,

digital camera, and email. Not to mention radar, the jet engine,

satellites, fiber optics, artificial limbs, and nuclear energy. And that

doesn’t the less recognizable inventions used mostly in industry, or

the scores of other inventions from government-funded universities

and hospitals.

Even those inventions that come from corporations often come not

from startups exposed to the free market, but from de facto state-

owned monopolies. For example, during its fifty years as a state-

sanctioned monopoly, the infamous Ma Bell invented (via its Bell

Labs division) transistors, modern cryptography, solar cells, the

laser, the C programming language, and mobile phones; when the

monopoly was broken up, Bell Labs was sold off to Alcatel-Lucent,

which after a few years announced it was cutting all funding for ba-

sic research to focus on more immediately profitable applications.



Although the media celebrates private companies like Apple as

centers of innovation, Apple’s expertise lies, at best, in consumer

packaging. They did not invent the computer, the mp3 player, or the

mobile phone, but they developed versions of these products that

were attractive and easy to use. This is great and they deserve the

acclaim and heaps of money they’ve gathered from their success,

but let’s make sure to call a spade a spade: they are good at mar-

keting and design, not at brilliant invention of totally new

technologies.

That sort of de novo invention seems to come mostly from very

large organizations that can afford basic research without an ob-

session on short-term profitability. Although sometimes large com-

panies like Ma Bell, invention-rich IBM and Xerox can fulfill this

role, such organizations are disproportionately governments and

state-sponsored companies, explaining their impressive track

record in this area.

7.4: Most government programs are expensive failures.

I think this may be a form of media bias – not in the sense that

some sinister figure in the media is going through and censoring

all the stories that support one side, but in the sense that “Gov-

ernment Program Goes More Or Less As Planned” doesn’t make

headlines and so you never hear about it.

Let’s say the government wants to spent $1 million to give food to

poor children. If there are bureaucratic squabbles over where the



money’s supposed to come from, that’s a headline. If they buy the

food at above-market prices, that’s a headline. If some corrupt offi-

cial manages to give the contract to provide the food to a cam-

paign donor along the way, that’s a big headline.

But what if none of these things happen, and poor children get a

million dollars worth of food, and eat it, and it makes them healthi-

er? I don’t know about you, but I’ve never seen a headline about

this. “Remember that time last year when Congress voted to give

food to poor children. Well, they got it.” What newspaper would

ever publish something like that?

This is in addition to newspapers’ desire to outrage people, their

desire to sound “edgy” by pointing out the failures of the status

quo rather than sounding like they’re “pandering”, and honestly

that they’re caught up in the same “government can never do any-

thing right” narrative as everyone else.

Since every single time you ever hear about a government project it

is always because that government project is going wrong, of

course you feel like all government projects go wrong.

7.4.1: But a specific initiative to get money to the poor is one

thing. What about a whole federal agency? We would know if

it were failing, but we’d also be able to appreciate it when it

succeeds, too.

Federal agencies that are successful sink into background noise,

so that we don’t think to thank them or celebrate them any more



than we would celebrate that we have clean water (four billion peo-

ple worldwide don’t; thank the EPA and your local water board).

For example, the Federal Aviation Administration helps keep plane

crashes at less than one per 21,000 years of flight time; you never

think about this when you get on a plane. The National Crime Infor-

mation Center collects and processes information about criminals

from every police department in the country; you never think about

this when you go out without being mugged. Zoning regulations,

building codes, and the fire department all help prevent fires from

starting and keep them limited when they do; you never think of

this when you go the day without your house burning down.

One of government’s major jobs is preventing things, and it’s very

hard to notice how many bad things aren’t happening, until some-

one comes out with a report like e. coli poisoning has dropped by

half in the past fifteen years. Even if you do hear the statistics, you

may never think to connect them to the stricter food safety laws

you wrote a letter to the editor opposing fifteen years ago.

7.4.2: You list cases where government regulation exists at

the same time as a happy outcome, like the FAA and the lack

of plane crashes, but that doesn’t prove it was the regulation

that caused the happy outcome.

No, it doesn’t. For example, although workplace accidents have

been cut in half since OSHA was founded, CATO wrote a very credi-

ble takedown in which they argue that was only a continuation of

trends that have been going on since before OSHA existed.

http://www.usatoday.com/NEWS/usaedition/2011-06-08-foodborne08-ST_ST_U.htm
http://www.cato.org/pubs/handbook/hb105-36.html


Sometimes there are things we can do to identify cause. For exam-

ple, as in the CATO study, we can compare trends before and after

changes in government regulation; if there is a discontinuity, it may

suggest the government was responsible. Second, we can com-

pare trends in a country where a new regulation was introduced to

trends in a country where it was not introduced; if the trend only

changes in one country, that suggests an effect of the regulation.

For example, after the FAA mandated “terrain awareness systems”

in airplanes, the terrain-related accident rate sharply dropped to

zero in the United States but was not affected in countries without

similar rules.

But the important thing is that we apply our skepticism fairly and

evenly: that we do not require mountains of evidence that a govern-

ment regulation caused a positive result, while accepting that a

regulation caused a negative result without a shred of proof.

It is very tempting for libertarians, when faced with anything going

well even in a tightly regulated area, to say “Well, that just shows

even this tight regulations can’t hide how great private industry is!”

and when anything goes wrong even in a very loosely regulated

area, to say “Well, that just shows how awful regulation is, that

even a little of it can screw things up!” But this is unfair, and ig-

nores that we do have some ways to disentangle cause and effect.

And in any case, there is still the difference between “Government

destroys everything it touches” and “Everything government touch-

es is doing pretty well, but you can’t prove that it’s directly caused

by government action.”



7.4.3: A lot of what government trumpets as “successful

regulation” is just obvious stuff anyway that any individual in a

free market would do of her own accord.

Very often, yesterday’s regulation is today’s obvious good idea that

no one would dream of ignoring even if there were no regulation de-

manding it. But that neglects the role of government regulation in

establishing social norms. Very often these are the regulations

which those being regulated fought tooth and nail against at the

time.

Many cars did not even include seatbelts until the government

mandated that they do so. In 1983, the seat belt use rate in the

United States was 14%. It was very clearly the government spon-

sored awareness campaigns and, later, mandatory seat belt laws

that began being implemented around that era that raised seat

belt rates; we know because we can watch the statistics state in

different states as their legislation either led the campaign or

lagged behind it.

After almost three decades of intense government pressure on au-

tomakers to allow and promote seatbelts, and on motorists to use

them, seatbelt rates are now as high as 85%.

According to estimates, seatbelts save about 11,000 lives a year

in the US. Different studies estimate between 80,000 and

100,000 lives saved in the last decade alone. For some perspec-

tive that’s the number of American deaths from 9/11 + the Viet-



nam War + both Iraq Wars + the Afghanistan War + Hurricane

Katrina.

I completely acknowledge that if the government completely

dropped all seatbelt regulations tomorrow, automakers would con-

tinue putting seatbelts in cars, and drivers would keep wearing

them. That doesn’t mean government is useless, that means gov-

ernment, the only entity big enough to effect a nationwide change

not just in behaviors but in social norms, did its job very very well.

8. Health Care

8.1: Government would do a terrible job in health care. We

should avoid government-run “socialized” medicine unless we

want cost overruns, long waiting times, and death panels.

Government-run health systems empirically do better than private

health systems, while also costing much less money.

Let’s compare, for example, Sweden, France, Canada, the United

Kingdom, and the United States. The first four all have single-payer

health care (a version of government-run health system); the last

has a mostly private health system (although it shouldn’t matter,

we’ll use statistics from before Obamacare took effect). We’ll look

at three representative statistics commonly used to measure quali-

ty of health care: infant mortality, life expectancy, and cancer death

rate.



Infant mortality is the percent of babies who die in the first few

weeks of life, usually a good measure of pediatric and neonatal

care. Of the five countries, Sweden has the lowest infant mortality

at 2.56 per 1,000 births, followed by France at 3.54, followed by

the UK at 4.91, followed by Canada at 5.22, with the United

States last at 6.81. (source)

Life expectancy, the average age a person born today can expect to

live, is a good measurement of lifelong and geriatric care. Here

Sweden is again first at 80.9, France and Canada tied for second

at 80.7, the UK next at 79.4, and the United States once again

last at 78.3. (source)

Taking cancer deaths per 100,000 people per year as representa-

tive of deaths from serious disease, here we find the UK doing

best at 253.5 deaths, Sweden second at 268.2, France in third at

286.1, and the United States again in last place at 321.9 deaths

(source: OECD statistics; data for Canada not available).

So we notice that the United States does worse than all four coun-

tries with single-payer health systems, even though America is

wealthier per capita than any of them. This is not statistical cherry-

picking: any way you look at it, the United States has one of the

least effective health systems in the developed world.

8.2. Government-run health care would be bloated,

bureaucratic, and unnecessarily expensive, as opposed to the

sleek, efficient service we get from the free market.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_infant_mortality_rate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_life_expectancy


Actually, government-run health care is empirically more efficient

than market health care. For example, Blue Cross New England

employs more people to administer health insurance for its 2.5

million customers than the Canadian health system employs to ad-

minister health insurance for 27 million Canadians. Health care

spending per person (public + private) in Canada is half what it is

in America, yet Canadians have longer life expectancy, lower infant

mortality, and are healthier by every objective standard.

Remember those five countries from the last question?

The UK spends $1,675 per person per year on health care. Cana-

da spends $1,939. Sweden, which you’ll remember did best on

most of the statistics, spends $2,125. France spends $2,288.

Americans spend on average $4,271 – almost three times as

much as Britain, a country which delivers better health care.

When this argument gets put in graph form, it becomes even clear-

er that US health inefficiency is literally off the chart.

http://www.health-insurance-2008.org/images/canada-vs-us.gif


If these were companies in the free market, the company that

charges three times as much to provide a worse service would

have gone bankrupt long ago.

That company is American-style private health care.

8.3. In government-run health care, people are relegated to

“waiting lists”, where they have to wait months or even years

for doctor visits, surgeries, and other procedures. Sometimes

people die on these waiting lists. Obviously, this is

unacceptable and a knock-down argument against

government-run health care.



The laws of supply and demand apply in health care as much as

anywhere else: people would like to see doctors as quickly as pos-

sible, but doctors are a scarce resource that must be allocated

somehow.

In a private system, doctor access is allocated based on money;

this has the advantage of incentivizing the production of more doc-

tors and of ensuring that people with enough money can see doc-

tors quickly. These are also its disadvantages: assuming more

people want to see a doctor than need to do so, costs will spiral

out of control and poor people will have limited or no access.

In a public system, doctor access is allocated based on medical

need. Although no one will be turned away from a doctor in an

emergency situation, people may have to wait a long amount of

time for elective surgeries in order that other sicker people, includ-

ing poor people who would not be seen at all in a private system,

can be seen first.

The relative effectiveness of the two systems can once again be

seen in the infant mortality, life expectancy, and cancer survival

rate statistics.

8.4. Government-run health care inevitably includes “death

panels” who kill off expensive patients in order to save money

on health care costs.



The private system as it exists now in America also has bodies

that make these kinds of rationing decisions. Health care rationing

is not some sinister conspiracy but a reasonable response to limit-

ed resources. The complete argument is here, but I can sum up

the basics:

Insurance providers, whether they are a government agency or a

private corporation, have a finite amount of money; they can only

spend money they have. In one insurance company, customers

might pay hundred million dollars in fees each year, so the total

amount of money the insurance company can spend on all its cus-

tomers that year is a hundred million dollars. In reality, since it is a

business, it wants to make a profit. Let’s say it wants a profit of

ten percent. That means the total amount of money it has to

spend is ninety million dollars.

But as a simplified example, let’s reduce this to an insurance com-

pany with one hundred customers, each of whom pays $1. This in-

surance company wants 10% profit, so it has $90 to spend (in-

stead of our real company’s $90 million). Seven people on the

company’s plan are sick, with seven different diseases, each of

which is fatal. Each disease has a cure. The cures cost, in order,

$90, $50, $40, $20, $15, $10, and $5.

We are far too nice to ration health care with death panels; there-

fore, we have decided to give everyone every possible treatment.

So when the first person, the one with the $90 disease, comes to

us, we gladly spend $90 on their treatment; it would be inhuman

http://squid314.livejournal.com/260949.html


to just turn them away. Now we have no money left for anyone else.

Six out of seven people die.

The fault here isn’t with the insurance company wanting to make a

profit. Even if the insurance company gave up its ten percent profit,

it would only have $10 more; enough to save the person with the

$10 disease, but five out of seven would still die.

A better tactic would be to turn down the person with the $90 dis-

ease. Instead, treat the people with $5, $10, $15, $20, and $40

diseases. You still use only $90, but only two out of seven die. By

refusing treatment to the $90 case, you save four lives. This solu-

tion can be described as more cost-effective; by spending the

same amount of money, you save more people. Even though “cost-

effectiveness” is derided in the media as being opposed to the

goal of saving lives, it’s actually all about saving lives.

If you don’t know how many people will get sick next year with what

diseases, but you assume it will be pretty close to the amount of

people who get sick this year, you might make a rule for next year:

Treat everyone with diseases that cost $40 or less, but refuse

treatment to anyone with diseases that cost $50 or more.

This rule remains true in the case of the $90 million insurance

company. In their case, no one patient can use up all the money,

but they still run the risk of spending money in a way that is not

cost-effective, causing many people to die. Like the small insur-

ance company, they can increase cost-effectiveness by creating a



rule that they won’t treat people with diseases that cost more than

a certain amount.

So, as one commentator pointed out, “death panels” should be

called “life panels”: they aim to maximize the total number of lives

that can be saved with a certain limited amount of resources.

8.5: Why is government-run health care so much more

effective?

A lot of it is economies of scale: if the government is ensuring the

entire population of a country, it can get much better deals than a

couple of small insurance companies. But a lot of it is more com-

plicated, and involves people’s status as irrational consumers of

health products. A person sick with cancer doesn’t want to hear a

cost-benefit analysis suggesting that the latest cancer treatment is

probably not effective. He wants that treatment right now, and the

most successful insurance companies and hospitals are the ones

that will give it to him. Here’s a good article explaining some of the

systematic flaws in the economics of health care under the Ameri-

can system.

It could also be that really good health care and the profit motive

don’t mix: studies show that for-profit hospitals are more expen-

sive, and have poorer care (as measured in death rates) than not-

for-profit hospitals.

9. Prison Privatization

http://www.boston.com/news/local/articles/2008/11/16/a_healthcare_system_badly_out_of_balance/
http://www.pnhp.org/news/2004/june/forprofit_hospitals.php


9.1: Privatized, for-profit prisons would be a great way to save

money.

No one likes criminals very much. Even so, most of us agree that

even criminals deserve humane conditions. We reject cruel and un-

usual punishment, and try to keep prisoners relatively warm, clean,

and well-fed. This is not only a moral issue, but a practical one: we

don’t want prisoners to go insane or suffer breakdowns, because

we want them to be able to re-adjust into normal society after they

are released.

For-profit prisons have all of the flaws of for-profit companies with

none of the advantages. Normal companies want to cut costs

wherever possible, but this is balanced by customer satisfaction: if

they treat their customers poorly or create a low-quality product,

they won’t make money. In prisons, the ability to get new “cus-

tomers” comes completely uncoupled from the quality of the prod-

uct they provide. If the government pays them a certain fixed

amount per prisoner, the prison’s only way to increase profits is by

treating prisoners as shabbily as possible without killing them. In-

deed, statistics show that prisoners in private prisons have worse

medical care, terrible living conditions, and rates of in-prison vio-

lence 150% greater than those in public prisons. Private prisons

refuse to collect data on recidivism rates, but a moment’s thought

reveals that they have an economic incentive to keep them as high

as possible.

But the real dangers lie in the corruptibility of the political process,

something with which libertarians are already familiar. Private pris-

http://www.counterpunch.org/colson05112007.html


ons have been active in lobbying for stricter sentencing guidelines

like the Three Strikes Law, which encourages governments to im-

prison criminals for life. In a country that already imprisons more

of its population than any other country in the world, it is extremely

dangerous to create a powerful political force whose self-interest

lies in imprisoning as many people as possible.

But the most striking example of the danger of private prisons is

the case of two judges who received bribes from private prisons to

jail innocent people.

If this is the alternative, I’m willing to bite the bullet and accept the

overpaid prison guards with annoying unions who dominate the

public prisons.

9.2. What? Libertarians don’t actually believe in private

prisons!

Fair enough; I got this complaint a few times on the first version

and I acknowledge it’s not an integral component of libertarian phi-

losophy. I included it because it seems to stem from the same

“government can never do anything right and we should privatize

everything” idea that drives a lot of libertarian thinking, and be-

cause I really, really don’t like private prisons.

10. Gun Control

http://www.alternet.org/story/17392/?page=1%94
http://www.csmonitor.com/2003/0818/p02s01-usju.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/02/13/us/13judge.html?_r=1&hp%94


10.1. Gun control laws only help criminals, who are not known

for following laws in any case, make sure that their victims

are unarmed and unable to resist; as such, they increase

crime.

The statistics supporting this view seem relatively solid and I agree

that attempts to ban or restrict access to guns are a bad idea.

On the other hand, many of the issues surrounding gun control are

much less restrictive. For example, some involve restrictions on

sales to criminals, “cooldown periods” before purchase, mandato-

ry safety training, et cetera.

Although I haven’t seen any evidence either way on whether these

laws are beneficial, they should be evaluated on their own merits

rather than as part of a narrative in which all gun laws must be op-

posed because gun control is bad.

11. Education

11.1. Government sponsored public education is a horrible

failure.

Compared to what?

Compared to the period when there wasn’t government-sponsored

public education… well, that’s hard to say because of poor statis-

tic-keeping at that time, and how one counts minorities and



women, who usually weren’t educated at all back then. The most

official statistics (eg NOT the ones you find without citation on lib-

ertarian blogs that say literacy was 100% way back when and be-

came abysmal as soon as public schooling started) say that white

illiteracy declined from about 11.5% in the mid-1800s to about

0.5% in 1980, and black illiteracy from about 80% to 1.5% over the

same period.

Compared to other countries, the US does relatively poorly consid-

ering its wealth, but all the other countries that do better than the

US also have government-sponsored public education, sometimes

to a much greater degree than we do.

Compared to private schools, public schools actually do better

once confounders like race, class, and income have been adjusted

out of the analysis.

(Yes, without such adjustment private schools do better – but con-

sidering that private schools cater towards wealthy students – who

usually do better in school – and often have selective admission

policies in which they only take students who are already pretty

smart – whereas public schools have to take everyone including

dumb kids, kids with learning disabilities, and kids from broken

families in ghettos – such unadjusted data is meaningless. It’s the

equivalent of noting that the doctor who specializes in acne has

fewer patients die than the doctor who specializes in cancer: it’s

not that she’s a better doctor, just that she only takes cases who

are pretty healthy already.)

http://nces.ed.gov/naal/lit_history.asp
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/07/15/education/15report.html


Our educational system certainly has immense room for improve-

ment. But the country that consistently tops world education rank-

ings, Finland, has zero private schools (even all the universities

are public) and no “school choice”. What it does have is extremely

well-credentialed, highly paid teachers (and, unfortunately, an eth-

nically homogenous population without any dire poverty or broken

families, which probably counts for a heck of a lot more than any-

thing else). So whatever America’s specific failures or successes,

the mere existence of public education is not a credible scapegoat.

11.2. Why not dismantle the public education system and

have a voucher system that offers parents free choice over

where to send their kids?

I think this idea has merit, and that we should at least experiment

with it and see if it works. That having been said, I do see one

huge caveat.

Libertarians tend not to believe in equality of results – they think

it’s okay if more skilled people are more successful – but one of

the qualities I most admire about them is that they usually do be-

lieve in equality of opportunity: that everyone gets an equal chance

at life. I mentioned before how inheriting money from your parents

can complicate that, but it would be ethically complicated to try

and “solve” that problem, so it might be the sort of thing we just

have to live with.

But imagine if your parents chose where to send you for school.

Even if we somehow eliminated the cost issue by making everyone



accept a school voucher of equal value, clever parents would com-

pare the pros and cons of various schools and send their child to

the best one. Not-so-clever parents would get fooled by TV com-

mercials with sexy celebrities and send their kids to terrible

schools. Super religious parents would send their kids to schools

that taught only religious education and shunned math and science

and history as the evil trappings of the secular world. Muslim par-

ents would send their kids to madrassas. Immigrant parents might

send their kids to Spanish-only schools so that they didn’t drift too

far away from their families. Parents with strong political beliefs

could send their kids to schools that did their best to brainwash

their kids into having the same beliefs as them.

And there would be kids who succeeded in spite of all this, who

made it through twelve years of constant brainwashing and igno-

rance, and somehow managed to become intelligent adults who

could learn all the education they missed during their free time.

But statistically, there wouldn’t be very many of them, any more

than there were a bunch of Christians in Saudi Arabia in the exam-

ple a few pages back.

Right now, parents can screw up lots of facets of a kid’s life, but

they can only do so much to screw up their education. And I have

this vague hope that maybe a kid with horrible parents, if she was

exposed to decent people and a free exchange of ideas in school

might be able to use that brief period of respite to gain a foothold

on sanity.



So what I’m saying is, if there were school choice, if we wanted to

protect equality of opportunity and children’s’ rights, we’d probably

have to regulate the heck out of them, which to some degree

would defeat the point.

11.3. I don’t believe the government should be in the

business of “protecting” children from their parents.

You should. It’s a pretty important business, even if you subscribe

to libertarian assumptions. Even libertarians tend to agree that the

government should generally be protecting people from slavery and

from the use of force.

Children are basically slaves to their parents for the first ten to fif-

teen years of their lives, and parents have a special social permis-

sion to use force against their children.

In the best possible case, this is an incredibly silly metaphor and

one no one would ever even think about. In the worst possible

case, it’s completely and literally true.

I have met people with horrible parents. The first eighteen years

(or less, if they were able to get themselves legally emancipated

early) of their lives were a living hell. These are people who literally

have control of every single thing you do, from whether you can eat

dinner to who you are allowed to make friends with to what church

you go to to what opinions you can express to whether you’re al-

lowed to sleep at night. They are people who can torture and beat



you to within an inch of your life, and maybe a social worker will

take you away for a few months, and then that social worker will

probably return you right back to them. And if it’s just emotional

torture, you can forget about even getting the social worker.

And obviously the parent-child relationship is a healthy one in 99%

of cases, and child-rearing has been around since deep prehistoric

time, and we would be idiots to mess with it, and no one wants a

dystopia where the government takes kids from their parents and

raises them in a commune or whatever.

But unless you think rights and morality only start existing on

someone’s eighteenth birthday, if if there were one form of govern-

ment intervention that even libertarians should be able to get be-

hind, it would be protecting children from their parents, in the rare

few cases where this is necessary.

Part D: Moral Issues

The Argument: Moral actions are those which do not initiate force

and which respect people’s natural rights. Government is entirely on

force, making it fundamentally immoral. Taxation is essentially theft,

and dictating the conditions under which people may work (or not

work) via regulation is essentially slavery. Many government pro-

grams violate people’s rights, especially their right to property, and

so should be opposed as fundamentally immoral regardless of

whether or not they “work”.



The Counterargument: Moral systems based only on avoiding force

and respecting rights are incomplete, inelegant, counterintuitive, and

usually riddled with logical fallacies. A more sophisticated moral sys-

tem, consequentialism, generates the principles of natural rights

and non-initiation of violence as heuristics that can be used to solve

coordination problems, but also details under what situations such

heuristics no longer apply. Many cases of government intervention

are such situations, and so may be moral.

12. Moral Systems

12.1. Freedom is incredibly important to human happiness, a

precondition for human virtue, and a value almost everyone

holds dear. People who have it die to protect it, and people

who don’t have it cross oceans or lead revolutions in order to

gain it. But government policies all infringe upon freedom.

How can you possibly support this?

Freedom is one good among many, albeit an especially important

one.

In addition to freedom, we value things like happiness, health,

prosperity, friends, family, love, knowledge, art, and justice. Some-

times we have to trade off one of these goods against another. For

example, a witness who has seen her brother commit a crime may

have to decide between family and justice when deciding whether

to testify. A student who likes both music and biology may have to

decide between art and knowledge when choosing a career. A food-



lover who becomes overweight may have to decide between happi-

ness and health when deciding whether to start a diet.

People sometimes act as if there is some hierarchy to these

goods, such that Good A always trumps Good B. But in practice

people don’t act this way. For example, someone might say “Friend-

ship is worth more than any amount of money to me.” But she

might continue working a job to gain money, instead of quitting in

order to spend more time with her friends. And if you offered her

$10 million to miss a friend’s birthday party, it’s a rare person in-

deed who would say no.

In reality, people value these goods the same way they value every

good in a market economy: in comparison with other goods. If you

get the option to spend more time with your friends at the cost of

some amount of money, you’ll either take it or leave it. We can

then work backward from your choice to determine how much you

really value friendship relative to money. Just as we can learn how

much you value steel by learning how many tons of steel we can

trade for how many barrels of oil, how many heads of cabbages, or

(most commonly) how many dollars, so we can learn how much you

value friendship by seeing when you prefer it to opportunities to

make money, or see great works of art, or stay healthy, or become

famous.

Freedom is a good much like these other goods. Because it is so

important to human happiness and virtue, we can expect people to

value it very highly.



But they do not value it infinitely highly. Anyone who valued free-

dom from government regulation infinitely highly would move to

whichever state has the most lax regulations (Montana? New

Hampshire?), or go live on a platform in the middle of the ocean

where there is no government, or donate literally all their money to

libertarian charities or candidates on the tiny chance that it would

effect a change.

Most people do not do so, and we understand why. People do not

move to Montana because they value aspects of their life in non-

Montana places – like their friends and families and nice high pay-

ing jobs and not getting eaten by bears – more than they value the

small amount of extra freedom they could gain in Montana. Most

people do not live on a platform in the middle of the ocean be-

cause they value aspects of living on land – like being around other

people and being safe – more than they value the rather large

amount of extra freedom the platform would give them. And most

people do not donate literally all their money to libertarian charities

because they like having money for other things.

So we value freedom a finite amount. There are trade-offs of a cer-

tain amount of freedom for a certain amount of other goods that

we already accept. It may be that there are other such trade-offs

we would also accept, if we were offered them.

For example, suppose the government is considering a regulation

to ban dumping mercury into the local river. This is a trade-off: I

lose a certain amount of freedom in exchange for a certain amount

of health. In particular, I lose the freedom to dump mercury into



the river in exchange for the health benefits of not drinking poi-

soned water.

But I don’t really care that much about the freedom to dump mer-

cury into the river, and I care a lot about the health benefits of not

drinking poisoned water. So this seems like a pretty good trade-off.

And this generalizes to an answer to the original question. I com-

pletely agree freedom is an extremely important good, maybe the

most important. I don’t agree it’s an infinitely important good, so

I’m willing to consider trade-offs that sacrifice a small amount of

freedom for a large amount of something else I consider valuable.

Even the simplest laws, like laws against stealing, are of this na-

ture (I trade my “freedom” to steal, which I don’t care much about,

in exchange for all the advantages of an economic system based

on private property).

The arguments above are all attempts to show that some of the

trade-offs proposed in modern politics are worthwhile: they give us

enough other goods to justify losing a relatively insignificant “free-

dom” like the freedom to dump mercury into the river.

12.1.1. But didn’t Benjamin Franklin say that those who

would trade freedom for security deserve neither?

No, he said that those who would trade essential liberty for tempo-

rary security deserved neither. Dumping mercury into the river hard-

ly seems like essential liberty. And when Franklin was at the Con-



stitutional Convention he agreed to replace the minimal govern-

ment of the Articles of Confederation with a much stronger central-

ized government just like everyone else.

12.2. Taxation is theft. And when the government forces you

to work under their rules, for the amount of money they say

you can earn, that’s slavery. Surely you’re not in favor of theft

and slavery.

Consider the argument “How can we have a holiday celebrating

Martin Luther King? After all, he was a criminal!”

Technically, Martin Luther King was a criminal, in that he broke

some laws against public protests that the racist South had quickly

enacted to get rid of him. It’s why he famously spent time in Birm-

ingham Jail.

And although “criminal” is a very negative-sounding and emotional-

ly charged word, in this case we have to step back from our imme-

diate emotional reaction and notice that the ways in which Martin

Luther King was a criminal don’t make him a worse person.

A philosopher might say we’re equivocating between two meanings

of “criminal”, one meaning of “person who breaks the law”, and

another meaning of “horrible evil person.” Just because King satis-

fies the first meaning (he broke the law) doesn’t mean he has to

satisfy the second (be horrible and evil).



Or consider the similar argument: “Ayn Rand fled the totalitarian

Soviet Union to look for freedom in America. That makes her a trai-

tor!” Should we go around shouting at Objectivists “How can you

admire Ayn Rand when she was a dirty rotten traitor?“

No. Once again, although “traitor” normally has an automatic nega-

tive connotation, we should avoid instantly judging things by the

words we can apply to them, and start looking at whether the nega-

tive feelings are deserved.

Or once again the philosopher would say we should avoid equivo-

cating between “traitor” meaning “someone who switches sides

from one country to an opposing country” and “horrible evil un-

trustworthy person.”

Our language contains a lot of words like these which package a

description with a moral judgment. For example, “murderer” (think

of pacifists screaming it at soldiers, who do fit the technical defini-

tion “someone who kills someone else”), “greedy” (all corpora-

tions are “greedy” if you mean they would very much like to have

more money, but politicians talking about “greedy corporations”

manage to transform it into something else entirely) and of course

that old stand-by “infidel”, which sounds like sufficient reason to

hate a member of another religion, when in fact it simply means a

member of another religion. It’s a stupid, cheap trick unworthy of

anyone interested in serious rational discussion.

And calling taxation “theft” is exactly the same sort of trick. What’s

theft? It’s taking something without permission. So it’s true that



taxation is theft, but if you just mean it involves taking without per-

mission, then everyone from Lew Rockwell up to the head of the

IRS already accepts that as a given.

This only sounds like an argument because the person who uses it

is hoping people will let their automatic negative reaction to theft

override their emotions, hoping they will equivocate from theft as

“taking without permission” to “theft as a terrible act worthy only

of criminals”.

Real arguments aren’t about what words you can apply to things

and how nasty they sound, real arguments about what good or bad

consequences those things produce.

12.3. Government actions tend to involve the initiation of

force against innocent people. Isn’t that morally wrong?

Why should it be morally wrong?

12.3.1. Because the initiation of force always has bad

consequences, like ruining the economy or making people

unhappy.

Sometimes it does. Other times it has good consequences.

Take cases like the fish farming, boycott, and charity scenarios

above. There the use of force to solve the coordination problem

meets an extraordinarily strict set of criteria: not only does it bene-



fit the group as a whole, not only does it benefit every single indi-

vidual in the group, but every single individual in the group knows

that it benefits them and endorses that benefit (eg would vote for

it).

In other cases, such as the retirement savings example above, the

use of force meets only a less strict set of criteria: it benefits the

group as a whole, it benefits every single individual in the group,

but not every individual in the group necessarily knows that it bene-

fits them or endorses that benefit. These are the cases libertari-

ans might call “paternalism”.

Still more cases satisfy an even looser criterion. They benefit the

group as a whole, but they might not benefit every single individual

in the group, and might harm some of them. These are the cases

that libertarians might call “robbing Peter to pay Paul”.

All three of these sets of cases belie the idea that the use of force

must on net have bad consequences.

12.3.2. Okay, maybe it’s wrong because some moral theory

that’s not about consequences tells me it’s wrong.

If your moral theory doesn’t involve any consequences, why follow

it? It seems sort of like an arbitrary collection of rules you like.

The Jews believe that God has commanded them not to murder.

They also believe God has commanded them not to start fires on



Saturdays. Jews who lose their belief in God usually continue not

to murder, but stop worrying about whether or not they light fires

on Saturdays. Likewise, evangelical Christians believe stealing is a

sin, and that homosexuality is also a sin. If they de-convert and be-

come atheists, most of them will still oppose stealing, but most

will stop worrying about homosexuality. Why?

Killing and stealing both have bad consequences; in fact, that

seems to be the essence of why they’re wrong. Fires on Saturday

and homosexuality don’t hurt anybody else, but killing and stealing

do.

Why are consequences to other people seems such a specially rel-

evant category? The argument is actually itself pretty libertarian. I

can do whatever I want with my own life, which includes following

religious or personal taboos. Other people can do whatever they

want with their own lives too. The stuff that matters – the stuff

where we have to draw a line in the sand and say “Nope, this is

moral and this is immoral, doesn’t matter what you think” is be-

cause it has some consequence in the real world like hurting other

people.

12.3.2.1. I was always taught that the essence of morality

was the Principle of Non-Aggression: no one should ever

initiate force, except in self-defense. What exactly is wrong

with this theory?

At least two things. First, once you disentangle it from the respect

it gets as the Traditional Culturally Approved Ground Of Morality,



the actual rational arguments for it as a principle are surprisingly

weak. Second, in order to do anything practical with it you need

such a mass of exceptions and counter-exceptions and stretches

that one starts to wonder whether it’s doing any philosophical work

at all; it becomes a convenient hook upon which to hang our pre-

existing prejudices rather than a useful principle for solving novel

moral dilemmas.

12.3.2.1.1. What do you mean by saying that the rational

arguments for the Principle of Non-Aggression are weak?

There are dozens of slightly different versions of these arguments,

and I don’t want to get into all of them here, so I’ll concentrate on

the most common.

Some people try to derive the Principle of Non-Aggression from

self-ownership. But this is circular reasoning: the form of “private

property” you need to own anything, including your self/body, is a

very complicated concept and one that requires some form of

morality in order to justify; you can’t use your idea of private prop-

erty as a justification for morality. Although it’s obvious that in

some sense you are your body, there’s no way to go from here to

“And therefore the proper philosophical relationship between you

and your body is the concept of property exactly as it existed in the

17th century British legal system.”

This also falls afoul of the famous is-ought dichotomy, the insight

that just because something is true doesn’t mean it should be

true. Just because we notice some factual relationship between



yourself and your body doesn’t mean that relationship between

yourself and your body is good or important or needs to be protect-

ed in laws. We might eventually decide it should be (and hopefully

we will!) but we need to have other values in order to come to that

decision; we can’t use the decision as a basis for our values.

The self-ownership argument then goes from this questionable as-

sumption to other even more questionable ones. If you use your

body to pick fruit, that fruit becomes yours, even though you didn’t

make it. If you use your body to land on Tristan de Cunha and plant

a flag there and maybe pick some coconuts, that makes Tristan de

Cunha and everything on your property and that of your heirs forev-

er, even though you definitely didn’t make the island. And if some-

one else lands on Tristan de Cunha the day after you, you by right

control every facet of their life on the island and they have to do

whatever you say or else leave. There are good arguments for why

some of these things make economic sense, but they’re all practi-

cal arguments, not moral ones positing a necessary relationship.

Oddly enough, although apparently your having a body does license

you to declare yourself Duke of Tristan de Cunha, it doesn’t license

you to use your fist to punch your enemy in the gut, or use your

legs to walk across a forest someone else has said they claim,

even though your ability to move your hand rapidly in the direction

of your enemy’s abdomen, or your feet along a forest path, seems

like a much more fundamental application of your body than taking

over an island.



All of these rules about claiming islands and not punching people

you don’t like and so on are potentially good rules, but trying to de-

rive them just from the fact that you have a body starts to seem a

bit hokey.

12.3.2.1.2. What do you mean by saying that the Non-

Aggression Principle requires so many exceptions and

counter-exceptions that it becomes useless except as a hook

upon which to hang prejudices we from other sources?

First, the principle only even slightly makes sense by defining

“force” in a weird way. The NAP’s definition of “force” includes

walking into your neighbor’s unlocked garden when your neighbor

isn’t home and picking one of her apples. It includes signing a con-

tract promising to deliver a barrel of potatoes, but then not deliver-

ing the potatoes when the time comes. Once again, I agree these

are bad things that we need rules against. But it takes quite an

imagination to classify them under “force”, or as deriving from the

fact that you have a body. This is a good start to explaining what I

mean when I say that people claim that they’re using the very sim-

ple-sounding “no initiation of force” principle but are actually fol-

lowing a more complicated and less justified “no things that seem

bad to me even though I can’t explain why”.

Second, even most libertarians agree it can be moral to initiate

force in certain settings. For example, if the country is under threat

from a foreign invader or from internal criminals, most libertarians

agree that it is moral to levy a small amount of taxation to support

an army or police force that restores order. Again, this is a very



good idea – but also a blatant violation of the Non-Aggression Prin-

ciple. When libertarians accept the initiation of force to levy taxes

for the police, but protest that initiating force is always wrong when

someone tries to levy taxes for welfare programs, it reinforces my

worry that the Non-Aggression Principle is something people claim

to follow while actually following their own “no things that seem

bad to me even though I can’t explain why, but things that seem

good to me are okay” principle.

(I acknowledge that some libertarians take a stand against taxes

for the military and the police. I admire their consistency even

while I think their proposed policies would be a disaster.)

Third, when push comes to shove the Non-Aggression Principle just

isn’t strong enough to solve hard problems. It usually results in a

bunch of people claiming conflicting rights and judges just having

to go with whatever seems intuitively best to them.

For example, a person has the right to live where he or she wants,

because he or she has “a right to personal self-determination”.

Unless that person is a child, in which case the child has to live

where his or her parents say, because… um… the parents have “a

right to their child” that trumps the child’s “right to personal self-

determination”. But what if the parents are evil and abusive and

lock the child in a fetid closet with no food for two weeks? Then

maybe the authorities can take the child away because… um… the

child’s “right to decent conditions” trumps the parents’ “right to

their child” even though the latter trumps the child’s “right to per-



sonal self-determination”? Or maybe they can’t, because there

shouldn’t even be authorities of that sort? Hard to tell.

Another example. I can build an ugly shed on my property, because

I have a “right to control my property”, even though the sight of the

shed leaves my property and irritates my neighbor; my neighbor

has no “right not to be irritated”. Maybe I can build a ten million

decibel noise-making machine on my property, but maybe not, be-

cause the noise will leave my property and disturbs neighbor; my

“right to control my property” might or might not trump my neigh-

bor’s “right not to be disturbed”, even though disturbed and irritat-

ed are synonyms. I definitely can’t detonate a nuclear warhead on

my property, because the blast wave will leave my property and in-

cinerates my neighbor, and my neighbor apparently does have a

“right not to be incinerated”.

If you’ve ever seen people working within our current moral system

trying to solve issues like these, you quickly realize that not only

are they making it up as they go along based on a series of ad hoc

rules, but they’re so used to doing so that they no longer realize

that this is undesirable or a shoddy way to handle ethics.

12.4. Is there a better option than the Non-Aggression

Principle?

Yes. It’s consequentialism, the principle that it is moral to do what-

ever has, on net, the best consequences. This is about equivalent

to saying “to do whatever makes the world a better place”. It’s the



principle we’ve been using implicitly throughout this FAQ and the

principle most people use implicitly throughout their lives.

It’s also the principle that drives capitalism, where people are able

to create incredible businesses and innovations because they are

trying to do whatever has the best financial consequences for

themselves. Consequentialism just takes that insight and says

that instead of just doing it with money, let’s do it with everything

we value.

12.4.1. Best consequences according to whom?

Well, if you’re the one making the moral decision, then best conse-

quences according to you. All it’s saying is that your morality

should be a reflection of your value system and your belief in a bet-

ter world. Your job as a moral agent is to try to make the world a

better place by whatever your definition of “better place” might be.

Sticking to the capitalism analogy, consumerism “tells you” (not

that you need to be told) to get whatever goods you value most.

Consequentialism does the same, but tells you to try to get the

collection of abstract moral goods you value the most.

But remember our discussion of trade-offs above. Most people val-

ue many different moral goods, and you are no exception. If you’re

trying to make the world a better place, you should be thinking

about your relative valuation of all these goods and what trade-offs

you are willing to make.



12.4.2. Best consequences for me, or best consequences for

everyone?

Again, this is your decision. If you’re completely selfish, then con-

sequentialism tells you to seek out the best consequences for

yourself. This probably wouldn’t mean being a libertarian – thank-

less activism for an unpopular political position is really a terrible

way to go about looking out for Number One. It would probably

mean cheating off the government – either in the form of welfare

abuse if you’re poor and lazy, or in the form of crony capitalism if

you’re rich and ambitious. As icing on the cake, make sure to be-

come a sanctimonious and hypocritical liberal, as it’s a great way

to become popular and get invited to all the fancy parties.

But if you care about people other than yourself, consequentialism

tells you to seek out the best consequences for the people you

care about (which could be anything from your family to your coun-

try to the world). This could involve political activism, and it could

even involve political activism in favor of libertarianism if you think

it’s the best system of government.

Alternately, it could justify trying to start a government, if there’s no

government yet and you think a world with government would be

better for the people you care about than one without it.

Most of the rest of this section will be assuming you do in fact

care for other people at least a little.



12.4.3. Since many people probably want different things and

care about different people, don’t we end out in a huge war of

all against all until either everyone is dead or one guy is

dictator?

Would that be a good consequence? If not, people who try to pro-

mote good consequences and make the world a better place would

try to avoid it.

Because this world of violence and competition is so obviously a

bad consequence, any consequentialist who gives it a moment’s

thought agrees not to start a huge war of all against all that ends

with everyone dead or one guy as dictator by binding themselves

by moral rules whenever binding themselves by those moral rules

seems like it would have good consequences or make the world a

better place; see Section 13 for more.

12.4.4. Doesn’t that sound a lot like “the ends justify the

means”? Wouldn’t it lead to decadence, slavery, or some

other dystopia?

Once again, if you consider dictatorship, slavery, and dystopia to

be bad consequences, then by definition following this rule is the

best way to avoid doing that.

The rule isn’t “do whatever sounds like it would have the best con-

sequences if you have an IQ of 20 and refuse to think about it for

even five seconds”, it’s “do what would actually have the best con-

sequences. Sometimes this involves admitting human ignorance



and fallibility and not pursuing every hare-brained idea that comes

into your head.

12.4.5. Okay, okay, I understand that if people did what

actually had good consequences it would have good

consequences, but I worry that if people do what they think

has good consequences, it will lead to violence and

dictatorship and dystopia and all those other things you

mentioned above.

Yes, I agree this is an important distinction. There are two uses for

a moral system. The first is to define what morality is. The second

is to give people a useful tool for choosing what to do in moral

dilemmas. I am arguing that consequentialism does the first. I

don’t think it does the second right out of the box.

To try a metaphor, doctors sometimes have two ways of defining

disease; the gold standard and the clinical standard. The gold

standard is the “perfect” test for the disease; for example, in

Alzheimer’s disease, it’s to autopsy the brain after the person has

died and see if it has certain features under the microscope. Obvi-

ously you can’t autopsy a person who’s still alive, so when doctors

are actually trying to diagnose Alzheimer’s they use a more practi-

cal method, like how well the person does on a memory test.

Right now I’m arguing that consequentialism is the gold standard

for morality: it’s the purest, most sophisticated explanation of what

morality actually is. At the same time, it might be a terrible idea to

make your everyday decisions based on it, just as it’s a terrible



idea to diagnose Alzheimer’s with an autopsy in someone who’s

still alive.

However, once we know that consequentialism is the gold standard

for morality, we can start designing our clinical standards by trying

to figure out which “clinical standard” for morality will produce the

best consequences. See Section 13 for more.

12.4.6. I still am not completely on board with

consequentialism, or I’m not sure I understand it.

For more information on consequentialism, see the sister docu-

ment to this FAQ, the Consequentialism FAQ.

13. Rights and Heuristics

13.1. Is there a moral justification for rights, like the right to

free speech or the right to property?

Yes. Rights are the “clinical standard” for morality, the one we use

to make our everyday decisions after we acknowledge that pure

consequentialism might not lead to the best consequences when

used by fallible humans.

In this conception, rights are conclusions rather than premises.

They are heuristics (heuristic = a rule-of-thumb that usually but not

always works) for remembering what sorts of things usually have

http://raikoth.net/consequentialism.html


good or bad consequences, a distillation of moral wisdom that is

often more trustworthy than morally fallible humans.

For example, trying to tell people what religions they can or can’t

follow almost always has bad consequences. At best, people are

miserable because they’re being forced to follow a faith they don’t

believe in. At worst, they resist and then you get Inquisitions and

Holy Wars and everyone ends up dead. Restriction of religion caus-

ing bad consequences is sufficiently predictable that we generalize

it into a hard and fast rule, and call that rule something like the

“right to freedom of religion”.

Other things like banning criticism of the government, trying to pre-

vent people from owning guns, and seizing people’s property willy-

nilly also work like this, so we call those “rights” too.

13.2. So if you think that violating rights will have good

consequences, then it’s totally okay, right?

It’s not quite so simple. Rights are not just codifications of the in-

sight that certain actions lead to bad consequences, they’re codifi-

cations of the insight that certain actions lead to bad conse-

quences in ways that people consistently fail to predict or

appreciate.

All throughout history, various despots and princes have thought

“You know, the last hundred times someone tried to restrict free-

dom of religion, it went badly. Luckily, my religion happens to be



the One True Religion, and I’m totally sure of this, and everyone

else will eventually realize this and fall in line, so my plan to re-

strict freedom of religion will work great!”

Every revolution starts with an optimist who says “All previous at-

tempts to kill a bunch of people and seize control of the state have

failed to produce a utopia, but luckily my plan is much better and

we’re totally going to get to utopia this time.” Or, as Huxley put it:

“Only one more indispensable massacre of Capitalists or Commu-

nists or Fascists and there we are – there we are – in the Golden

Future.”

So another way to put it is that rights don’t just say “Doing X has

been observed to have bad consequences”, but also “Doing X has

been observed to have bad consequences, even when smart peo-

ple are quite certain it will have good consequences.”

13.3. Then even though you got to rights by a different route

than the libertarians, it sounds like you agree with them that

they’re inalienable.

It’s not as simple as that either. Every so often, the conventional

wisdom is wrong. So many lunatics and crackpots spent their lives

trying to turn lead into gold that it became a classic metaphor for a

foolish wild goose chase. The rule “stop trying to transmute ele-

ments into each other, it never works” was no doubt a good and

wise rule. If more would-be alchemists had trusted this convention-

al wisdom, and fewer had thought “No, even though everyone else



has failed, I will be the one to discover transmutation”, it would

have prevented a lot of wasted lives.

…and then we discovered nuclear physics, which is all about trans-

muting elements into one another, and which works very well and

is a vital source of power. And yes, nuclear physicists at Berkeley

successfully used a giant particle accelerator to turn lead into

gold, although it only works a few atoms at a time and isn’t com-

mercially viable.

The point is, the heuristic that you shouldn’t waste your life study-

ing transmutation was a good one and very well-justified at the

time, but if we had elevated it into a timeless and unbreakable

principle, we never would have been able to abandon it after we

learned more about nuclear physics and trying to transmute things

was no longer so foolish.

Rights are a warning sign that we should not naively expect break-

ing them to have good consequences. In order to claim even the

possibility of good consequences from violating a right, we need to

be at least as far away from the actions they were meant to pre-

vent as nuclear physics is to alchemy.

13.3.1. Can you give an example of a chain of reasoning

where some government violation of a right is so radically

different from the situation that led the right to exist in the

first place?



Let’s take for example the right that probably dominates discus-

sions between libertarians and non-libertarians: the right to proper-

ty. On the individual scale, taking someone else’s property makes

them very unhappy, as you know if you’ve ever had your bike

stolen. On the larger scale, abandoning belief in private property

has disastrous results for an entire society, as the experiences of

China and the Soviet Union proved so conclusively. So it’s safe to

say there’s a right to private property.

Is it ever acceptable to violate that right? In the classic novel Les

Miserables, Jean Valjean’s family is trapped in bitter poverty in

19th century France, and his nephew is slowly starving to death.

Jean steals a loaf of bread from a rich man who has more than

enough, in order to save his nephew’s life. This is a classic moral

dilemma: is theft acceptable in this instance?

We can argue both sides. A proponent might say that the good con-

sequences to Jean and his family were very great – his nephew’s

life was saved – and the bad consequences to the rich man were

comparatively small – he probably has so much food that he didn’t

even miss it, and if he did he could just send his servant to the

bakery to get another one. So on net the theft led to good

consequences.

The other side would be that once we let people decide whether or

not to steal things, we are on a slippery slope. What if we move

from 19th century France to 21st century America, and I’m not ex-

actly starving to death but I really want a PlayStation? And my rich

neighbor owns like five PlayStations and there’s no reason he



couldn’t just go to the store and buy another. Is it morally accept-

able for me to steal one of his PlayStations? The same argument

that applied in Jean Valjean’s case above seems to suggest that it

is – but it’s easy to see how we go from there to everyone stealing

everyone’s stuff, private property becoming impossible, and civi-

lization collapsing. That doesn’t sound like a very good conse-

quence at all.

If everyone violates moral heuristics whenever they personally

think it’s a good idea, civilization collapses. If no one ever violates

moral heuristics, Jean Valjean’s nephew starves to death for the

sake of a piece of bread the rich man never would have missed.

We need to bind society by moral heuristics, but also have some

procedure in place so that we can suspend them in cases where

we’re exceptionally sure of ourselves without civilization instantly

collapsing. Ideally, this procedure should include lots of checks

and balances, to make sure no one person can act on her own ac-

cord. It should reflect the opinions of the majority of people in soci-

ety, either directly or indirectly. It should have access to the best

minds available, who can predict whether violating a heuristic will

be worth the risk in this particular case.

Thus far, the human race’s best solution to this problem has been

governments. Governments provide a method to systematically vio-

late heuristics in a particular area where it is necessary to do so

without leading to the complete collapse of civilization.



If there was no government, I, in Jean Valjean’s situation, absolute-

ly would steal that loaf of bread to save my nephew’s life. Since

there is a government, the government can set a certain constant

amount of theft per year, distribute the theft fairly among people

whom it knows can bear the burden, and then feed starving chil-

dren and do other nice things. The ethical question of “is it ethical

for me to steal/kill/stab in this instance?” goes away, and society

can be peaceful and stable.

13.3.2. So you’re saying that you think in this case violating

the right will have good consequences. But you just agreed

that even when people think this, violating the right usually

has bad consequences.

Yes, I admit it’s complicated. But we have to have some proce-

dures for violating moral heuristics, or else we can’t tax to support

a police force, we can’t fight wars, we can’t lie to a murderer who

asks us where our friend is so he can go kill her when he finds her,

and so on.

The standard I find most reasonable is when it’s universalizable

and it avoids the issue that caused us to develop the heuristic in

the first place.

By universalizable, I mean that it’s more complicated than me just

deciding “Okay, I’m going to steal from this guy now”. There has to

be an agreed-upon procedure where everyone gets input, and we

need to have verified empirically that this procedure usually leads

to good results.



And is has to avoid the issue that caused us to develop the heuris-

tic. In the case of stealing, this is that theft makes property impos-

sible or at least impractical, no one bothers doing work because it

will all be stolen from them anyway, and so civilization collapses.

In the case of theft, taxation requires authorization by a process

that most of us endorse (the government set up by the Constitu-

tion) and into which we all get some input via representative

democracy. It doesn’t cause civilization to collapse because it only

takes a small and extremely predictable amount from each person.

And it’s been empirically verified to work: as I argued above, coun-

tries with higher tax rates like Scandinavia actually are nicer places

to live than countries with lower tax rates like the United States.

So we’ve successfully side-stepped the insight that stealing usually

has bad consequences, even though we recognize that the insight

remains true.

13.4. Governments will inevitably make mistakes when

deciding when to violate moral heuristics. Those mistakes will

cost money and even lives.

And the policy of never, ever doing anything will never be a

mistake?

It’s very easy for governments to make devastating mistakes. For

example, many people believe the US government’s War in Iraq did

little more than devastate the country, kill hundreds of thousands

of Iraqis, and replace Saddam with a weak government unable to

stand up to extremist ayatollahs.



But the other solution – never intervening in a foreign country at all

– didn’t work so well either. Just look at Holocaust-era Germany, or

1990s Rwanda.

Why, exactly, should moral questions be simple?

There is a certain tradition that the moral course of action is some-

thing anyone, from the high priest unto the youngest child, can find

simply by looking deep in his heart. Anyone who does not find it in

his heart is welcome to check the nearest Giant Stone Tablet,

upon which are written infallible rules that can guide him through

any situation. Intelligence has nothing to do with it. It should be

blindingly obvious, and anyone who claims it has a smidgen of diffi-

culty or vagueness is probably an agent of the Dark Lord, trying to

seduce you from the True Path with his lies.

And so it is tempting to want to have some really easy principle

like “Never get involved in a foreign war” and say it can never lead

you wrong. It makes you feel all good and warm and fuzzy and

moral and not at all like those evil people who don’t have strong

principles. But real life isn’t that simple. If you get involved in the

wrong foreign war, millions of people die. And if you don’t get in-

volved in the right foreign war, millions of people also die.

So you need to have good judgment if you want to save lives and

do the right thing. You can’t get a perfect score in morality simply

by abdicating all responsibility. Part of the difficult questions that

all of us non-libertarians have been working on is how to get a gov-



ernment that’s good at answering those sorts of questions

correctly.

13.5. No, there’s a difference. When you enter a foreign war,

you’re killing lots of people. When you don’t enter a foreign

war, people may die, but it’s not your job to save them. The

government’s job is only to protect people and property from

force, not to protect people from the general unfairness of

life.

Who died and made you the guy who decides what the govern-

ment’s job is? Or, less facetiously: on what rational grounds are

you making that decision?

Currently, several trillion dollars are being spent to prevent terror-

ism. This seems to fall within the area of what libertarians would

consider a legitimate duty of government, since terrorists are peo-

ple who initiate force and threaten our safety and the government

needs to stop this. However, terrorists only kill an average of a few

dozen Americans per year.

Much less money is being spent on preventing cardiovascular dis-

ease, even though cardiovascular disease kills 800,000 Ameri-

cans per year.

Let us say, as seems plausible, that the government can choose to

spend its money either on fighting terrorists, or on fighting CVD.

And let us say that by spending its money on fighting terrorists, it



saves 40 lives, and by spending the same amount of money on

fighting CVD, it saves 40,000 lives.

All of these lives, presumably, are equally valuable. So there is lit-

erally no benefit to spending the money on fighting terrorism rather

than CVD. All you are doing is throwing away 39,960 lives on an

obscure matter of principle. It’s not even a good principle – it’s the

principle of wanting to always use heuristics even when they clearly

don’t apply because it sounds more elegant.

There’s a reason this is so tempting. It’s called the Bad Guy Bias,

and it’s an evolutionarily programmed flaw in human thinking. Peo-

ple care much more about the same amount of pain when it’s in-

flicted by humans than when it’s inflicted by nature. Psychologists

can and have replicated this in the lab, along with a bunch of other

little irrationalities in human cognition. It’s not anything to be

ashamed of; everyone’s got it. But it’s not something to celebrate

and raise to the level of a philosophical principle either.

13.6. Stop calling principles like “don’t initiate force”

heuristics! These aren’t some kind of good idea that works in

a few cases. These are the very principles of government and

morality, and it’s literally impossible for them to guide you

wrong!

Let me give you a sketch of one possible way that a libertarian per-

fect world that followed all of the appropriate rules to the letter

could end up as a horrible dystopia. There are others, but this one

seems most black-and-white.



Imagine a terrible pandemic, the Amazon Death Flu, strikes the

world. The Death Flu is 100% fatal. Luckily, one guy, Bob, comes

up with a medicine that suppresses (but does not outright cure)

the Death Flu. It’s a bit difficult to get the manufacturing process

right, but cheap enough once you know how to do it. Anyone who

takes the medicine at least once a month will be fine. Go more

than a month without the medicine, and you die.

In a previous version of this FAQ, Bob patented the medicine, and

then I got a constant stream of emails saying (some) libertarians

don’t believe in patents. Okay. Let’s say that Bob doesn’t patent

the medicine, but it’s complicated to reverse engineer, and it would

definitely take more than a month. This will become important

later.

Right now Bob is the sole producer of this medicine, and everyone

in the world needs to have a dose within a month or they’ll die.

Bob knows he can charge whatever he wants for the medicine, so

he goes all out. He makes anyone who wants the cure pay one

hundred percent of their current net worth, plus agree to serve him

and do anything he says. He also makes them sign a contract

promising that while they are receiving the medicine, they will not

attempt to discover their own cure for the Death Flu, or go into

business against him. Because this is a libertarian perfect world,

everyone keeps their contracts.

A few people don’t want to sign their lives away to slavery, and

refuse to sign the contract. These people receive no medicine and

die. Some people try to invent a competing medicine. Bob, who by



now has made a huge amount of money, makes life difficult for

them and bribes biologists not to work with them. They’re unable

to make a competing medicine within a month, and die. The rest of

the world promises to do whatever Bob says. They end up working

as peons for a new ruling class dominated by Bob and his friends.

If anyone speaks a word against Bob, they are told that Bob’s com-

pany no longer wants to do business with them, and denied the

medicine. People are encouraged to inform on their friends and

families, with the promise of otherwise unavailable luxury goods as

a reward. To further cement his power, Bob restricts education to

the children of his friends and strongest supporters, and bans the

media, which he now controls, from reporting on any stories that

cast him in a negative light.

When Bob dies, he hands over control of the medicine factory to

his son, who continues his policies. The world is plunged into a

Dark Age where no one except Bob and a few of his friends have

any rights, material goods, or freedom. Depending on how sadistic

Bob’s and his descendants are, you may make this world arbitrarily

hellish while still keeping perfect adherence to libertarian

principles.

Compare this to a similar world that followed a less libertarian

model. Once again, the Amazon Death Flu strikes. Once again, Bob

invents a cure. The government thanks him, pays him a princely

sum as compensation for putting his cure into the public domain,

opens up a medicine factory, and distributes free medicine to



everyone. Bob has become rich, the Amazon Death Flu has been

conquered, and everyone is free and happy.

13.6.1. This is a ridiculously unlikely story with no relevance

to the real world.

I admit this particular situation is more a reductio ad absurdum

than something I expect to actually occur the moment people start

taking libertarianism seriously, but I disagree that it isn’t relevant.

The arguments that libertarianism will protect our values and not

collapse into an oppressive plutocracy require certain assump-

tions: there are lots of competing companies, zero transaction

costs, zero start-up costs, everyone has complete information,

everyone has free choice whether or not to buy any particular

good, everyone behaves rationally, et cetera. The Amazon Death

Flu starts by assuming the opposite of all of these assumptions:

there is only one company, there are prohibitive start-up costs, a

particular good absolutely has to be bought, et cetera.

The Amazon Death Flu world, with its assumptions, is not the world

we live in. But neither is the libertarian world. Reality lies some-

where between the “capitalism is perfect” of the one, and the

“capitalism leads to hellish misery” of the other.

There’s no Amazon Death Flu, but there are things like hunger,

thirst, unemployment, normal diseases, and homelessness. In or-

der to escape these problems, we need things provided by other



people or corporations. This is fine and as it should be, and as

long as there’s a healthy free market with lots of alternatives, in

most cases these other people or corporations will serve our

needs and society’s needs while getting rich themselves, just like

libertarians hope.

But this is a contingent fact about the world, and one that can

sometimes be wrong. We can’t just assume that the heuristic “nev-

er initiate force” will always turn out well.

13.7. The government doesn’t need to violate moral

heuristics. In the absence of government programs, private

charity would make up the difference.

Find some poor people in a country without government-funded

welfare, and ask how that’s working out for them.

Private charity from the First World hasn’t prevented the Rwan-

dans, Ethiopians, or Haitians from dying of malnutrition or easily

preventable disease.

It’s possible that this is just because we First Worlders place more

importance on our own countrymen than on foreigners, and if

Americans were dying of malnutrition or easily preventable dis-

ease, patriotism would make us help them.

The US government currently spends about $800 billion on wel-

fare-type programs for US citizens. Americans give a total of $300



billion to charity per year.

Let’s assume that private charity is twice as efficient as the gov-

ernment (in reality, it’s probably much less, since the government

has economies of scale, but libertarians like assumptions like this

and I might as well indulge them).

Let’s also assume that only half of charity goes to meaningful ef-

forts to help poor American citizens. The other half would be things

like churches, the arts, and foreign countries.

Nowadays, a total of $550 billion (adjusted, govt+private) goes to

real charity (800b*1/2+300b*1/2). If the government were to

stop all welfare programs, this number would fall to $150 billion

(adjusted). Private citizens would need to make up the shortfall of

$400 billion to keep charity at its current (woefully low) level. Let’s

assume that people, realizing this, start donating a greater propor-

tion (66%) of their charity to the American poor instead of to other

causes. That means people need to increase their charity to about

$830 billion ([400b + 150b]/.66).

Right now, 25% is a normal middle-class tax rate. Let’s assume the

government stopped all welfare programs and limited itself to de-

fense, policing, and overhead. There are a lot of different opinions

about what is and isn’t in the federal budget, but my research sug-

gests that would cut it by about half, to lower tax rates to 12.5%.

So, we’re in the unhappy situation of needing people to almost

triple the amount they give to charity even though they have only



12.5% more money. The real situation is much worse than this, be-

cause if the government stopped all programs except military and

police, people would need to pay for education, road maintenance,

and so on out of their own pocket.

My calculations are full of assumptions, of course. But the impor-

tant thing is, I’ve never seen libertarians even try to do calcula-

tions. They just assume that private citizens would make up the

shortfall. This is the difference between millions of people leading

decent lives or starving to death, and people just figure it will work

out without checking, because the free market is always a Good

Thing.

That’s not reason, even if you read it on www.reason.com. That’s

faith.

13.8. People stupid enough to make bad decisions deserve

the consequences of their actions. If government bans them

from making stupid decisions, it’s just preventing them from

getting what they deserve.

One of my favorite essays, Policy Debates Should Not Appear One-

Sided, provides a much better critique of this argument than I

could. It starts by discussing a hypothetical in which the govern-

ment stopped regulating the safety of medicines. Some quack mar-

kets sulfuric acid as medicine, and a “poor, honest, not over-

whelmingly educated mother of five children” falls for it, drinks it,

and dies.

https://www.greaterwrong.com/lw/gz/policy_debates_should_not_appear_onesided/


If you were really in that situation, would you really laugh, say

“Haha, serves her right” and go back to what you were doing? Or

would it be a tragedy even though she “got what she deserved”?

The article ends by saying:

Saying ‘People who buy dangerous products deserve to get

hurt!’ is not tough-minded. It is a way of refusing to live in an

unfair universe. Real tough-mindedness is saying, ‘Yes, sul-

furic acid is a horrible painful death, and no, that mother of

5 children didn’t deserve it, but we’re going to keep the

shops open anyway because we did this cost-benefit calcula-

tion.’… I don’t think that when someone makes a stupid

choice and dies, this is a cause for celebration. I count it as

a tragedy. It is not always helping people, to save them from

the consequences of their own actions; but I draw a moral

line at capital punishment. If you’re dead, you can’t learn

from your mistakes.

Read also about the just-world fallacy. “Making a virtue out of ne-

cessity” shouldn’t go as far as celebrating deaths if it makes your

political beliefs more tenable.

Part E: Practical Issues

The Argument: Allowing any power to government is a slippery slope

toward tyranny. No matter what the costs or benefits of any particu-

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Just-world_hypothesis


lar proposal, libertarians should oppose all government intrusion as

a matter of principle.

The Counterargument: This fundamentally misunderstands the

ways that nations collapse into tyranny. It also ignores political reali-

ty, and it doesn’t work. Libertarians should cooperate with people

from across the ideological spectrum to oppose regulations that

doesn’t work and keep an open mind to regulation that might.

14. Slippery Slopes

14.1. I’m on board with doing things that have the best

consequences. And I’m on board with the idea that some

government interventions may have good consequences. But

allowing any power to government is a slippery slope. It will

inevitably lead to tyranny, in which do-gooder government

officials take away all of our most sacred rights in order to

“protect us” from ourselves.

History has never shown a country sinking into dictatorship in the

way libertarians assume is the “natural progression” of a big-gov-

ernment society. No one seriously expects Sweden, the United

Kingdom, France, or Canada to become a totalitarian state, even

though all four have gone much further down the big-government

road than America ever will.

Those countries that have collapsed into tyranny have done so by

having so weak a social safety net and so uncaring a government



that the masses felt they had nothing to lose in instituting Commu-

nism or some similar ideology. Even Hitler gained his early suc-

cesses by pretending to be a champion of the populace against

the ineffective Weimar regime.

Czar Nicholas was not known for his support of free universal

health care for the Russian peasantry, nor was it Chiang Kai-Shek’s

attempts to raise minimum wage that inspired Mao Zedong. It has

generally been among weak governments and a lack of protection

for the poor where dictators have found the soil most fertile for

tyranny.

14.1.1. But still, if we let down our guard, bureaucrats and

politicians will have free rein to try to institute such a

collapse into dictatorship.

I have always found the libertarian conviction that all politicians are

secretly trying to build up their own power base to 1984 -ish levels

a bit weird.

All the time, I am hearing things like “No one really believes in

global warming. It’s just a plot by the government to expand control

over more areas of your life.” Or “since private charity is a threat to

government’s domination of social welfare, once government gets

powerful enough it will try to ban all private charity.” Sure, people

really do like power. But usually it’s the sort of power that comes

with riches, fame, and beautiful women willing to attend to your

every need. Just sitting in your office, knowing in an abstract way

that because of you a lot of people who might otherwise be doing

http://patrissimo.livejournal.com/1035163.html


useful industry are fretting about their carbon emissions – that’s

not the kind of power people sell their souls for. The path to ulti-

mate domination of all humanity does not lead through the Dietary

Fiber Levels in Food Act of 2006.

Most folk like to think of themselves as good people. Sure, they

may take a bribe or two here, and have an affair or two there, and

lie about this and that, “but only for the right reasons.” The

thought process “Let me try to expand this unnecessary program

so I can bathe in the feeling of screwing American taxpayers out of

more of their hard-earned money” is not the kind that comes natu-

rally, especially in a society where it leads to minimal personal

gain. A politician who raises your taxes can’t use the money to buy

himself a new Ferrari. At least, he can’t do it directly, and if he real-

ly wants that Ferrari there have got to be much easier ways to get

it.

Human beings find it hard to get angry at a complicated system,

and prefer to process things in terms of evil people doing evil

things. Eliezer Yudkowsky of Less Wrong writes:

Suppose that someone says “Mexican-Americans are plot-

ting to remove all the oxygen in Earth’s atmosphere.” You’d

probably ask, “Why would they do that? Don’t Mexican-Ameri-

cans have to breathe too? Do Mexican-Americans even func-

tion as a unified conspiracy?” If you don’t ask these obvious

next questions when someone says, “Corporations are plot-

ting to remove Earth’s oxygen,” then “Corporations!” func-

tions for you as a semantic stopsign.

https://www.greaterwrong.com/


And if you don’t ask some of these same questions when some-

one says “Government wants to take away freedom!,” then you’re

not thinking of government as a normal human institution that acts

in normal human ways.

15. Strategic Activism

15.1. All you’ve argued so far is that it’s possible, in theory,

for an ideal government making some very clever regulations

to do a little more good than harm. But that doesn’t prove

that the real government does more good than harm, and in

fact it’s probably the opposite. So shouldn’t we admit that in a

hypothetical perfect world government might do some good,

while still being libertarians in reality?

I think if you’ve got enough intelligence and energy to be a libertari-

an, a better use of that intelligence and energy would be to help

enact a properly working system.

15.2. It’s impossible to improve government; because power

corrupts, all conceivable forms of government will be

ineffective, wasteful, and dishonest.

“Impossible” is a really strong word.

Economist Robin Hanson has a proposal for a market-based open-

source form of government called “futarchy”, in which government

policies are decided entirely by a prediction market. Prediction mar-



kets operate similarly to stock markets and allow participants to

buy or sell shares in predictions – for example, a share that pays

out $100 if the economy improves this year, but $0 if the economy

deteriorates. If it settles around a price of $60, this means the in-

vesting public predicts as 60% chance that the economy will go up.

A prediction market could be used to set policy by predicting its ef-

fects: for example, by comparing the prices of “we will institute the

president’s economic plan, and the economy will improve”, “we will

not institute the president’s economic plan, and the economy will

improve” and “we will institute the president’s economic plan”, we

can determine the public’s confidence that the president’s plan will

improve the economy. There are some nifty theorems of economics

that prove that such a market would produce a more accurate esti-

mate of the plan’s chances than any other conceivable method (in-

cluding consulting experts), and that it would be very difficult to

corrupt. You can read more about it here.

My point isn’t that futarchy would definitely work. It’s that it’s an ex-

ample of some of the best ideas that smart people trying to im-

prove government can come up with. And unless you’re creative

enough to develop futarchy on your own, or well-read enough to be

sure you’ve heard of it and everything else like it, you’re being pre-

mature in calling improvements in government “impossible”.

15.3. Even if there are ways to improve government, they are

impractical because they’re too politically unpopular.

http://hanson.gmu.edu/futarchy.html


Let’s be totally honest here. The US Libertarian Party currently has

a grand total of zero state legislators, zero state governors, zero

representatives, and zero senators. It’s never gotten much above

one percent in any presidential election. Nor have any successful

or nationally known major-party candidates endorsed genuinely lib-

ertarian ideals except maybe Ron Paul, who just suffered his third

landslide defeat.

The libertarian vision of minimal government is politically impossi-

ble to enact. This is not itself an argument against it – most good

ideas are – but it does mean you can’t condemn the alternatives

for being politically impossible to enact.

Incremental attempts to improve government have a much better

track record, both in terms of political palatability and success

rate, than libertarian efforts to dismantle government whole-cloth.

If you want to focus on something that might work, you should con-

centrate your efforts there.

15.4. Isn’t it better to draw a line in the sand and say no

government intervention at all? This keeps us off the slippery

slope to the kind of awful, huge government we have today.

Empirically, no. Again I point out that libertarianism has been com-

pletely ineffective as a political movement. The line-in-the-sand

idea is an interesting one but obviously hasn’t worked.



And there are some serious advantages to erasing it. If non-liber-

tarians see libertarians as ideologues who hate all government

programs including the ones that could work, then they will dismiss

any particular libertarian objection as meaningless: why pay atten-

tion to the fact that a libertarian hates this particular bill, when

she hates every bill?

But if libertarians took a principled stand in favor of some govern-

ment regulation that might work, they could credibly say “Look, it’s

not that we have a knee-jerk hatred for all possible regulations, it’s

just that this particular regulation is a horrible idea.” And people

might listen.

It might also help arrest the polarization of society into factions

who apply ideological “litmus tests” to all proposals before even

hearing them out (eg pretty much all self-described “progressives”

will automatically support any proposal to be tougher on pollution

without even looking at what the economic costs versus health

benefits will be, and most self-described libertarians will automati-

cally oppose it just as quickly.) This sort of thing needs to stop, lib-

ertarians are one of the at least two groups who need to stop it,

and the more people who stop, the more people on both sides will

notice what they’re doing and think about it a little harder.

16. Miscellaneous and Meta

16.1. I still disagree with you. How should I best debate you

and other non-libertarians in a way that is most likely to



change your mind?

The most important advice I could give you is don’t come on too

strong. Words like “thievery” and “enslave” are emotional button

pressers, not rational arguments. Attempts to insult your oppo-

nents by calling them tyrants or suggesting they want to rule over

the rest of humanity as slaves and cattle (yes, I’ve gotten that) is

more likely to annoy than convince. And please, stop the “1984”

references, especially when you’re talking about a modern liberal

democracy. Seriously. It’s like those fundamentalists who have

websites about how not having prayer in school is equivalent to the

Holocaust.

Many non-libertarians aren’t going to be operating from within the

same moral system you are. Sometimes the libertarians I debate

don’t realize this and this causes confusion when they try to argue

that something’s morally wrong. If you want to convince your oppo-

nent on moral grounds, you’re either going to have to show how

their theories fail even by their own moral standards, or else prove

your standards are right by deriving them from first principles

(warning: this might be impossible).

Don’t immediately assume that just because we are not libertari-

ans, we must worship Stalin, love communism, think government

should be allowed to control every facet of people’s lives, or even

support things like gun control or the War on Drugs. Non-libertari-

anism is a lot like non-Hinduism: it’s a pretty diverse collection of

viewpoints with everything from full-on fascists to people who are

totally libertarian except about one tiny thing.



Finally, you may have better luck convincing us of specific points,

like “Government should not set a minimum wage” than broad slo-

gans, like “Government can never do anything right.” It’s really hard

to prove a universal negative.

16.2. Where can I go to see a rebuttal to this FAQ?

David Friedman wrote a short response here.

Bryan Caplan wrote a response to some of the points about labor

here.

Sarah wrote a longer rebuttal here: Why You Shouldn’t Hate My

Freedom.

And Nintil wrote another long rebuttal here: The Non-Non Libertari-

an FAQ.

If you’ve written another rebuttal or you know of one, email me and

I’ll add it here.

16.3. Where can I go to find more non-libertarian information?

Mike Huben has a terrifyingly large collection of non-libertarian and

anti-libertarian material of wildly varying quality and tone at his

website.

http://www.daviddfriedman.com/Miscellaneous/My%20Response%20to%20a%20Non-Libertarian%20faq.html
http://econlog.econlib.org/archives/2015/09/scott_alexander_3.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OBti4qq09bquPgbO-dTo1iIzd79kd3IN6hRM20vyCHI/edit
https://nintil.com/2016/03/24/nnlibertarianfaq/
http://world.std.com/~mhuben/libindex.html

